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ABSTRACT

Unstructured Computations on Emerging Architectures

Mohammed A. Al Farhan

T
his dissertation describes detailed performance engineering and optimization

of an unstructured computational aerodynamics software system with irregu-

lar memory accesses on various multi- and many-core emerging high performance

computing scalable architectures, which are expected to be the building blocks of

energy-austere exascale systems, and on which algorithmic- and architecture-oriented

optimizations are essential for achieving worthy performance.

We investigate several state-of-the-practice shared-memory optimization techniques

applied to key kernels for the important problem class of unstructured meshes. We

illustrate for a broad spectrum of emerging microprocessor architectures as represen-

tatives of the compute units in contemporary leading supercomputers, identifying and

addressing performance challenges without compromising the floating-point numerics

of the original code. While the linear algebraic kernels are bottlenecked by memory

bandwidth for even modest numbers of hardware cores sharing a common address

space, the edge-based loop kernels, which arise in the control volume discretization

of the conservation law residuals and in the formation of the preconditioner for the

Jacobian by finite-differencing the conservation law residuals, are compute-intensive

and effectively exploit contemporary multi- and many-core processing hardware. We

therefore employ low- and high-level algorithmic- and architecture-specific code op-

timizations and tuning in light of thread- and data-level parallelism, with a focus on
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strong thread scaling at the node-level. Our approaches are based upon novel multi-

level hierarchical workload distribution mechanisms of data across different compute

units (from the address space down to the registers) within every hardware core. We

analyze the demonstrated aerodynamics application on specific computing architec-

tures to develop certain performance metrics and models to bespeak the upper and

lower bounds of the performance. We present significant full application speedup

relative to the baseline code, on a succession of many-core processor architectures,

i.e., Intel Xeon Phi Knights Corner (5.0x) and Knights Landing (2.9x). In addi-

tion, the performance of Knights Landing outperforms, at significantly lower power

consumption, Intel Xeon Skylake with nearly twofold speedup.

These optimizations are expected to be of value for many other unstructured

mesh partial differential equation-based scientific applications as multi- and many-

core architecture evolves.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

M
y earliest enthusiasm for understanding how physics-based simulations and

modeling for extremely large datasets and complex physical phenomena of

interest, through which many scientific discoveries and inventions can be tackled, I

still remember. The question was running through my head “so now we can tackle

various scientific problems at scale and seek different phenomenal discoveries that will

effectively make our life easier?” Unfortunately, the answer was – “no, not yet; as we

advance in finding solutions for different emerging problems, we need better (in size

and functionalities) computing infrastructures, in terms of hardware and software.”

To this end, the research work of my PhD dissertation, which is manifested herein,

centers around designing and developing algorithm-aware and architecture-oriented

means that efficiently allow for easy, straightforward, and smooth portability of the

scientific applications onto emerging hardware and software computing infrastructures

at scale.

Simulations of flows around aerodynamically efficient bodies that employ unstruc-

tured meshes, one of the seven Colella “dwarves” that are essential for science and

engineering 1, to represent the complex geometry comprise a scientifically and com-

mercially important part of the workload for large-scale distributed-memory com-

1 Unstructured meshes is one of the seven dwarves important for computational science and
engineering that is introduced by Phil Colella of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [1]. The
seven dwarves are numerical methods, which express motifs of communication and computation and
represent computational backbones of various scientific applications. [2, 3].
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puters, whose nodes derive most of their floating-point performance from multi- or

many-core processors. The distributed-memory weak scaling of such codes under the

paradigm of domain decomposition and Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) [4] us-

ing Message Passing Interface (MPI) [5] has been routine for more than two decades.

However, strong scaling within a node to hundreds of threads is now also essential

to exploit contemporary supercomputers and extend engineering analysis of aerody-

namics to Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) or even Direct Navier-Stokes (DNS) at high

Reynolds numbers – a holy grail of aerodynamic analysis and design. The irregularity

of the computation and indirect addressing in inner loops, due to the unstructured

meshes2, make this a daunting challenge. Practitioners are compelled to master a hy-

brid distributed-shared programming model and invest in tuning the code to extract

the maximum possible performance on a specific hardware.

As High Performance Computing (HPC) architectures have been pushed for rea-

sons of efficiency to accommodate a large number of low frequency compute cores in

a single processor, programmer productivity has been squeezed. Optimizing exist-

ing scientific codes, while aided by compiler features, has become a highly manual

endeavor that requires integrating awareness of a complex memory subsystem, con-

voluted on-chip interconnects, a massive number of concurrent threads, wide Single

Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) vector units, and multiple-lane Single Instruction

Multiple Thread (SIMT) cores within a single Central Processing Unit (CPU). The

battle for performance on the most powerful supercomputers is now fought mostly by

modeling and experimentation targeting thread strong scaling within a single shared-

memory compute node.

The shared-memory compute nodes that make up contemporary distributed-memory

systems employed for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [6] are evolving from

2 Note: Throughout this document, the phrases: unstructured mesh, unstructured grid, irregular
grid, and irregular mesh will be used interchangeably, as each has become established in the literature
for the same concept.
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multi-core to many-core, where the distinction is not simply in the number of cores,

but in their complexity. Many-core processors, such as Intel Xeon Phi, exploit the

concurrency still available from Moore’s law [7] while targeting reduced power con-

sumption per flop3 with simpler, slower cores that lack some of the latency-tolerant

features of the powerful cores of multi-core processors, such as Intel Xeon. While

some kernels quickly saturate in performance with the increasing number of cores

sharing a single hierarchical local memory system, others that are compute-bound on

traditional CPUs can benefit from the emerging architectures, with due attention to

data placement. Partial Differential Equation (PDE)-based [8] simulations typically

possess such compute-bound kernels when sophisticated discretizations are employed

on problems with multiple components, allowing significant reuse of arguments in

registers and caches. However, many-core architectures must deal with increased

intra-node data sharing. Due to the irregular ordering of reads and writes in an un-

structured mesh PDE-based application, it is nontrivial to obtain high performance

in such a hierarchical memory environment.

Intel’s Xeon Phi many-core technology, for instance, had become pervasive enough

to feature in some globally top-ranked supercomputer systems, including TianHe-2,

which headed the Top500 list for three years (from June 2013 to November 2015), and

at the time of writing is ranked four4. It has been adopted for some of the highest

ranking supercomputers for open science of the U.S. NSF (Stampede, 2013 and Stam-

pede2, 2017) and DOE (Trinity, 2017 and Cori, 2017), in the Knights Corner (KNC)

[9] and Knights Landing (KNL) [10] versions, successively, with related technology

contracted for deployment in DOE’s first exascale supercomputer, i.e., the Aurora

system [11] (“A21”, expected in 2021 [12, 13]). This has focused programmer inter-

3 FLOP stands for floating-point operation.
4 Note: TianHe-2 system has been upgraded by replacing the aging Intel’s Xeon Phi Knights

Corner accelerators with so-called “Matrix-2000” many-core processor that is exclusively designed
by the Chinese National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), and inherits several features
and concepts from the Xeon Phi architecture.
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est on many-core technology, especially since such many-core processing units have

evolved from being accelerators, which are dependent upon the presence of a conven-

tional x86 CPU, to independent compute nodes, able to operate without reliance on

a conventional CPU.

To complement strides in hardware performance, hybrid-programming paradigms

must evolve to effectively utilize exascale computers, which may consist of a million

nodes of a thousand cores each [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In that context, a message-passing

programming model may co-exist with a shared-memory programming model as a

means to effectively exploit all degrees of hardware concurrency. For PDE-based

codes, weak scaling using the message passing library MPI is a proven technology.

Shared-memory paradigms such as OpenMP are less far proven with respect to many-

core implementations, which motivates the current study.

We therefore evaluate herein, on number of contemporary many- and multi-core

architectures (as representatives for a wide variety of back-end hardware platforms),

various key computational kernels from a classic fork of the NASA suite of CFD sim-

ulation and design tools, namely Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes in 3 Dimensions

(FUN3D) [19, 20, 21], an unstructured tetrahedral mesh Euler flow code that has

been optimized previously for high performance in distributed-memory scaling using

Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computing (PETSc) [22, 23, 24]. FUN3D,

many versions later, remains under active development as one of NASA’s primary

paths to exascale for computational aerodynamics. More precisely, we present a com-

bination of novel shared-memory optimizations, illustrated on number of generations

ranging from multi- and many-core emerging hardware, up to Skylake, which is be-

lieved unique and timely, with significant speedup of the dominant routines relative to

the baseline “out-of-the-box” optimized compilation. [Note: “Out-of-the-box” com-

pilation means that the source code is compiled without any additional modifications

(i.e., complied with its default settings). For instance, in the context of the code that
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is demonstrated herein, the “out-of-the-box” compilation refers to compiling the base-

line code without adding extra optimizations, except the customary compiler-specific

ones, e.g., -O3 compiler optimization flag.] We exhibit almost linear strong scalabil-

ity up to the full physical core counts for the edge-based loop kernels, and thereafter

some improvement with Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT). At substantially fewer

Watts, the many-core architectures achieve roughly equivalent performance compared

to the most recent multi-core hardware.

Having introduced the research, the rest of this chapter is outlined as follows.

Section 1.1 provides a concise statement of our research contributions demonstrated

in this dissertation, describes synopsis of the obtained performance results, walks

through the structure of the dissertation, and outlines the rest of the dissertation

chapters. In Section 1.2, we summarize two related research projects focused on opti-

mizing structured grid computations, which have been explored throughout the course

of the PhD research work discussed herein. They show that our novel unstructured

grid optimizations can be effectively migrated to another class of computations.

1.1 Dissertation Overview

The contributions of this dissertation center around the subject of unstructured com-

putations on emerging architectures. In this section, the research contributions, ob-

tained performance results, and contents of the forthcoming chapters are briefed.

1.1.1 Statement of Contributions

As many- and multi-core processing hardware for exascale supercomputers continue to

evolve, whether they are accelerators or independent massively parallel x86 compute

units, unstructured mesh nonlinearly implicit PDE computations such as the one we

study herein will arguably make up a significant fraction of the workload, and many

such applications are built upon PETSc, which for portability has heretofore focused
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on extracting performance primarily through distributed-memory means. Our work

aims to extract the shared-memory performance potential at the node-level, which is

available in one such extensively studied application code as representative.

We therefore propose novel yardsticks of low-level algorithmic- and architecture-

specific shared-memory optimizations and tuning in light of leveraging the thread- and

data-level parallelism that distinguish our subsequent contributions in the context of

multi- and many-core emerging HPC architectures. Ultimately, these optimizations

can be adapted by the hardware and software vendors at different levels, includ-

ing algorithms, architectures, applications, compilers, runtime systems, programming

languages, and programming models.

1.1.2 Summary of Results

Following are the key performance enhancements researched in this dissertation.

Knights Corner: We explore three different thread affinity modes, i.e., scatter,

compact, and balanced, in both offload and native mode, with and without vari-

ous code optimizations to improve alignment and reduce cache coherency penalties.

In addition, we utilize the Intel Initial Many Core Instructions (IMCI) instruction

set of Knights Corner by implementing an algorithmic means to separate the dou-

ble precision arithmetic computations from the write-back operations to extract the

maximum possible data-level parallelism. The Knights Corner results provide about

3.8x speedup using the offload mode and about 5.0x speedup using the native mode,

relative to baseline “out-of-the-box” optimized compilation. Even with these gains,

with respect to execution time the Knights Corner simply achieves par with optimized

compilation on a 16-core Sandy Bridge as well as a 36-core Haswell processor.

Knights Landing: We rely on developing a novel hierarchical work partitioning

mechanism that first distributes the workload across the SIMD units, then the thread

contexts, then the L1 cache, then the L2 cache, and finally the quadrant. We ex-
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tract several independent subsets of the work so that every compute unit in the chip

hierarchy can operate concurrently. We leverage the data-level parallelism through

handwritten intrinsics by which we utilize the Advanced Vector eXtension (AVX)-

512 conflict detection instructions alongside efficient data items swizzling and integer

shuffle operations to reduce register pressure. In addition, we evaluate employing a

fine-grained data partitioning that uses a bucket sort based on partial coloring al-

gorithm to support constructing conflict-free subsets of data. The Knights Landing

results achieve nearly 2.9x speedup of the dominant routines relative to the baseline,

and almost linear strong scalability up to 64 threads. At substantially fewer Watts,

we achieve up to 1.7x speedup relative to the performance of 72 threads of a 36-core

Haswell CPU and roughly equivalent performance to 112 threads of a 56-core Skylake

scalable processor.

In accomplishing these objectives, we completely recode from scratch in standard

C/C++ both the FUN3D routines describing the discretization and the PETSc rou-

tines employed in the scalable implicit solves (a subset of the overall capabilities of

PETSc).

1.1.3 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 details the background information about the high performance pro-

cessing architectures used in this work and the unstructured application employed

herein. In Chapter 3, we point out the past and ongoing related work and discuss our

contributions to the state-of-the-art many-core optimizations. Chapter 4 and Chap-

ter 5 present our primary contributions, including the implementation details and

shared-memory optimizations, and we elaborate on our achieved results and analysis

on two many-core architectures, Knights Corner and Knights Landing, respectively,

and on five multi-core architectures, Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge, Haswell, Broadwell,
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and Skylake. In addition, Chapter 4 investigates and analyzes the performance of

the hybrid-programming paradigm (MPI+OpenMP) on Shaheen Cray XC40 super-

computer, and thereby, it validates the shared-memory optimizations carried out on

KNC are transferable into a large-scale computing infrastructure. Chapter 5, on

the other hand, considers a complete rewrite of the PETSc-FUN3D computational

kernels to employ aggressive low-level enhancements through which we leverage both

data- and thread-level parallelism, relying upon several novel architecture-specific and

algorithm-aware optimizations. Finally, we conclude with a summary of contributions

and ongoing work in Chapter 6.

1.2 Other Research Projects

Besides my cardinal research work towards optimizing unstructured computations

on emerging high-performance architectures that is presented in this dissertation, I

have worked, in collaboration with other scholars, on additional performance oriented

research projects involving the same architectures during my PhD course of study.

They are briefly described in the following subsections, with details deferred to [25,

26]. The PhD dissertation of Mustafa Abduljabbar describes both works in much

more detail [27].

1.2.1 Optimizing FMM Kernels on Emerging Architecture

In this work, we revisit ExaFMM [28], the open source Fast Multiple Method (FMM)

[29] library, in light of highly tuned shared-memory parallelization and detailed perfor-

mance analysis on Knights Landing. We assess scalability and performance gain using

task-based parallelism of the FMM tree traversal, using various threading models, in-

cluding Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB), Cilk [30], OpenMP, and MassiveThreads

[31]. We also provide an in-depth analysis of the most computationally intensive part

of the traversal kernel (i.e., the Particle-to-Particle (P2P) kernel), by comparing its
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performance across KNL and Broadwell architectures. We quantify different con-

figurations that exploit the on-chip SIMD unit of KNL within different task-based

threading paradigms. MPI communication-reducing and Non-Uniform Memory Ac-

cess (NUMA5)-aware approaches for the FMM’s global tree data exchange are exam-

ined with different cluster modes of KNL. We demonstrate several shared-memory

optimizations on these kernels, including different task-based threading paradigms,

vectorization, loop tiling, and NUMA-aware communication-reducing. By applying

several algorithm- and architecture-aware optimizations for FMM, we show that the

N -Body kernel on 256 threads of KNL achieves on average 2.8x speedup compared

to the non-vectorized version, whereas on 56 threads of Broadwell, it achieves on

average 2.9x speedup. In addition, the tree traversal kernel on KNL scales mono-

tonically up to 256 threads with task-based programming models. The MPI-based

communication-reducing algorithms show expected improvements of the data locality

across the KNL on-chip network.

1.2.2 Extreme Scale FMM-accelerated BIE Solver for Wave

Scattering

BEMFMM6 is an extreme-scale FMM-accelerated Boundary Element Method (BEM)

parallel solver framework. It is a Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) solver for wave

scattering suited for many-core processors. It uses the General Minimal Resid-

ual (GMRES) iterative method and FMM to implement the Matrix-Vector Multi-

plication (MatVec) kernel. The underlying kernels are highly optimized for both

shared- and distributed-memory architectures. The solver framework features opti-

mal architecture-specific and algorithm-aware partitioning, load balancing, and com-

5 NUMA is a configuration of the memory subsystem in multiprocessing computer architecture.
In this configuration, the CPU access time of the main memory is highly dependent upon the physical
location of the memory chip corresponding to the CPU. As such, the access time to the memory
chip owned by a CPU socket is faster than accessing memory chips owned by different sockets [32].

6 https://ecrc.github.io/BEMFMM/
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munication reducing mechanisms to scale up to 6,144 compute nodes of a Cray XC40

with 196,608 hardware cores. Task-based traversal achieves roughly 77% and 60%

of the peak single precision floating-point performance of a 56-core Skylake Scalable

processor and a 72-core Knights Landing processor, respectively. These represent

approximately seven-fold speedups compared to the baseline scalar code. We report

weak scalability in accordance with the best possible O(logP ) [33] communication

complexity and the theoretical scaling complexity of FMM. These result in up to 85%

efficiency in strong scaling while computing in excess of 2 billion Degrees-of-Freedom

(DoF) on the full-scale Cray XC40. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed

implementation of FMM, we use it in the solution of the acoustic scattering problem

involving soft targets. This calls for the discretization of an integral equation with an

oscillatory kernel and (weak) 1/R singularity. Applications of FMM to the problems

involving hard targets, which call for implementation of more complicated singularity

extraction/cancellation schemes to account for 1/R2 singularity, or to Burton-Miller

[34] surface integral formulation, which results in a well-conditioned matrix system,

are not considered in this work but the efficiency and scalability results demonstrated

here are expected to be observed for these cases as well. The numerical results are

converged to within 1.0e-4 relative 2-norm residual accuracy of the analytical solution

for the sphere and a multiple flower-shaped scatterer displays comparable algebraic

convergence in a more general setting. To this end, BEMFMM framework provides a

highly scalable FMM implementation that can be efficiently applied to the computa-

tion of the Helmholtz integral equation kernel. In particular, it deals with addressing

the parallel challenges of such application, especially at extreme-scale settings, with

emphasis on both shared- and distributed-memory performance optimization and

tuning on emerging HPC infrastructures.
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Chapter 2

Background

T
his dissertation studies the shared-memory performance behavior of an unstruc-

tured mesh aerodynamics code with irregular memory access, which is closely

related to the export-controlled state-of-the-practice FUN3D code version from NASA

used to analyze the low-speed and high-lift behaviors of an aircraft in take-off and

landing configurations, across various emerging many- and multi-core HPC architec-

tures. This chapter details the requisite preliminaries for the application, algorithm,

and architecture that are used for optimizations and benchmarking throughout this

work.

2.1 Unstructured Computations

In this section, we describe the background information of the FUN3D application

code including the development history, aspects of its vertex-centered discretization

for different physical models, and the underlying nonlinear parallel implicit solver

framework.

2.1.1 Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes in 3 Dimensions

FUN3D is a tetrahedral, vertex-centered, unstructured mesh research code written

in FORTRAN for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations of fluid flow in in-

compressible and compressible forms [19]. For over two decades, FUN3D has been
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under active development for modeling fluid flow, performance prediction, and design

optimizations of airplanes, automobiles, and submarines with a number of vertices up

to 10 billion, both extending physical modeling as mission requirements dictate and

pursuing architectural adaptability to exploit hardware opportunities.

The FUN3D code was originally developed in the early 1990s under the direction

of W. Kyle Anderson at NASA Langley Research Center [20, 21] and has become

a widely used resource [35], ported at its current extremes to more than 100,000

hardware cores [36], and exploiting a wide range of heterogeneous HPC architectures

[37, 38]. At the present time, NASA, in a joint collaboration with various U.S. entities,

including national laboratories, HPC corporations, and universities, is investing in the

backbone unstructured grid Navier-Stokes flow solver of the FUN3D CFD code to be

ported and executed efficiently in the future exascale supercomputers [39].

FUN3D employs control volume discretization with variable-order Roe schemes

for approximating the convective fluxes, and a Galerkin-type diffusion discretization

for the viscous terms. An artificially coarse example of a FUN3D domain exterior to

a three-dimensional ONERA M6 wing is shown in Figure 2.1.

Porting FUN3D to Distributed-memory Parallelism

PETSc-FUN3D [40] is a research fork of the incompressible and compressible Euler

subset of the original FUN3D code that was restructured to employ PETSc solver

framework for the study of distributed-memory scaling [41].

PETSc [23, 24] features distributed data structures of both Cartesian and irregular

type and provides a rich polyalgorithmic set of iterative linear and nonlinear scalable

parallel solvers for the nonlinear algebraic equations that result at every implicit

timestep of the aerodynamics simulation. Although PETSc is the data structure and

solver backbone for many scientific and engineering applications seeking scalable per-

formance, it was originally designed by its authors as a toolkit for experimentation on
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Figure 2.1: The surface triangulation of the ONERA M6 wing. The wing surface
triangulation is shown in green; the symmetry root plane in red; and the far-field
boundary in blue.

novel distributed-memory solution algorithms based on domain decomposition. To-

day, many such algorithms are available through a single, easy-to-use interface, which

makes PETSc a useful toolkit for high performance scientific simulations, including

many Gordon Bell finalists and Bell Prize winners. PETSc incorporates many of the

most useful open source linear and nonlinear numerical solvers in the world through

its scalable framework. (This is so because if something suitable comes along, the

PETSc team at Argonne National Laboratory extends the interface to include and

incorporates it in into its complex build structure.)

The PETSc-FUN3D project was started in 1996 [42, 43], and since then it has un-

dergone several development cycles to characterize its performance for the distributed-

memory Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] programming
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model. Thus far, the parallel experience with PETSc-FUN3D has been with the

incompressible and compressible Euler subset of the original FUN3D code, however

nothing in the solution algorithms or software prevents extension to richer fidelity

cases. Indeed, conditioning will vary the rate of convergence, in accordance to the

Mach and Reynolds numbers and the correspondingly induced grid adaptivity but so-

lution algorithm tuning can follow. In addition, nonlinear robustness becomes more of

an issue in problems admitting shocks or making use of turbulence models, which is,

nevertheless, beyond the scope of parallel scalability. Applying a nonlinear continua-

tion method, e.g., pseudo-transient, reinstates the nonlinear robustness, and thereby

it improves the conditioning of the linear inner iterations, which consequently boosts

the parallel scalability.

PETSc-FUN3D performance is thoroughly discussed, analyzed, and modeled in

[41], which culminated in the 1999 Gordon Bell Special Prize undertaken jointly by

the primary architect of FUN3D and members of the PETSc development team,

which ran on the world’s then most powerful supercomputer, the Intel ASCI Red ma-

chine at Sandia [50]. Due to the minimal number of flops per grid point per iteration

and the vigorous trajectory approaching the steady state limit, the PETSc-FUN3D

application code has since been used as a parallel scalability representative of many

unstructured mesh PDE-based applications for HPC architectures. For instance, in

[51], the PETSc-FUN3D code was ported into the Scientific Data Manager (SDM)

framework, by which the I/O performance is significantly improved through exploit-

ing the high performance I/O implementation of MPI-IO for irregular memory access.

The I/O framework uses a history metadata file to orchestrate the index distribution

that minimizes the costs of the communication and computation. Bhowmick et al. de-

veloped an adaptive, polylogarithmic approach based on machine learning heuristics

to automatically select the linear solve method at each nonlinear iteration of the com-

pressible subset of PETSc-FUN3D [52]. The adaptive procedure dynamically shifts
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between different Krylov subspace methods, based upon the numerical characteristics

of the linear systems obtained throughout the route of the nonlinear iterations, to

overcome the hurdles arising in the steps of numerical solution.

Control Volume Discretization for Euler Flow

FUN3D uses artificial compressibility for the Euler flow, as described in [21]. In a

nutshell, artificial compressibility is utilized to time-march the numerical solution

of the continuity equation to an assumed steady state, by which the pseudo-time

derivative of the pressure field is coupled with the continuity equation.

The Euler flow governing PDE equations are derived from a control volume for-

mulation that relates the rate of change of a vector of Voronoi cell-averaged state

variables q to the flux through the bounding surface.

In integral form,

V
∂q

∂t
+

∫
δΩ

f · n̂dl = 0 , (2.1)

where n̂ is the outward-pointing unit normal to cell Ω of volume V . The vector q

and the inviscid flux normal to the control volume f are given by

q =



p

u

v

w


(2.2)

and
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f · n̂ =



βΘ

uΘ + nxp

vΘ + nyp

wΘ + nzp


(2.3)

where β is the artificial compressibility parameter, u, v, and w are the Cartesian

velocity components in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, p is the pressure, and

Θ is the velocity normal to the surface of the control volume, namely:

Θ ≡ nxu+ nyv + nzw. (2.4)

The detailed discussion of the wave-upwinded discretization, fluid dynamics model,

numerical analysis, and solver are well covered in [20, 21, 41, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,

51, 52]. The key takeaway for performance implications and transformations that ad-

dress the new hardware context is that for the incompressible case on which we focus

herein there are four scalar components and four scalar conservation laws centered at

each vertex that densely inter-couple the state vector unknowns.

PDE-based Computational Kernels

In a typical implicit mesh-based PDE solver, there are four readily identifiable and

distinct groups of computational tasks that stress different hardware subsystems of a

high performance computer [47]. In the context of a vertex-centered control volume

discretization, like FUN3D, in which the data are cached at the edge vertices, these

are:

1. Vertex-based loops

• Update auxiliary (e.g., geometry and constitutive parameters) and state (e.g.,

momenta and pressure) vector data
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2. Edge-based “stencil operations” loops

• Residual vector and Jacobian matrix evaluation

• Jacobian-vector products (often replaced with matrix-free form, reducing to

finite-differences of residual evaluations)

• Interpolation between mesh levels in multilevel solvers

3. Sparse, narrow-band recurrences

• Approximate factorization

• Back substitution

• Relaxation/smoothing

4. Global reductions (vector inner product and norms)

• Orthogonalization/conjugation

• Convergence progress checks

• Stability heuristics

The performance bottlenecks of a PDE-based code can usefully be approached

with simple models in which each critical computational resource is in turn assumed

to be the limiting one, assuming other resources to be present in excess. Edge-based

loops typically consume the greatest share of execution time, except when exces-

sive strong distributed-memory scaling leads to subdomains in which surface vertices

dominate enclosed volume vertices, which limit should be avoided. The arithmetically

heaviest edge-based loop is the the flux kernel, which traverses all vertices during the

Newton residual evaluation, the application of Jacobian-free matrix-vector products

for the Krylov method, and the formation of the preconditioner for the Jacobian ma-

trix [41]. In FUN3D, this kernel calculates the conservation law residuals in Voronoi

cells whose irregular faces bisect the edges between each pair of adjacent vertices. It
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reads the flow variables that are stored at the vertices at each iteration. The itera-

tion traverses an entire vertex-based array in a strategically chosen order to read state

variables, compute fluxes, and update residual values at every vertex; see Figure 2.2

and Algorithm 2.1.

N1

N2

N3N4

E1 E3

E5E6

E4

E2 N1 N2
E2

Read 

ow 

variables

N1 N2
E2

Update 

ow 
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N1 N2
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Compute

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

Loop over mesh edges, and for each edge: 

A tetrahedron cell

State variables at each node:

1) Momentum (u, v, w).

2) Pressure (p).

Variables at each edge:

1) Identity of nodes.

2) Orientation (x, y, z).

Figure 2.2: Tetrahedral mesh edge-based loop kernel.

Algorithm 2.1 An edge-based loop kernel.

1: for all e ∈ array of edges do
2: Get the index of the right node of e
3: Get the index of the left node of e
4: Read the flow variables from both endpoints of e
5: Compute the residual
6: Perform “write-back” operations to update the flow variables in the endpoints
7: end for

The flux kernel performance is an upper bound on the overall performance of

PETSc-FUN3D on a multi/many-core processing hardware designed for compute-

intensive operations, and therefore most of our shared-memory optimization efforts
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focus upon improving, tuning, and scaling the flux routine along with the other

kernels. In addition, to comprehend the performance limitations of the aerodynamics,

unstructured mesh application code used herein, Figure 2.3 presents the baseline

performance profile of PETSc-FUN3D.
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Figure 2.3: Baseline performance analysis of PETSc-FUN3D application code. The
edge-based loops phase contains the flux evaluation kernel (≥ 45%), gradient ker-
nel using weighted least squares that applies Gram-Schmidt (≥ 10%), and Jacobian
matrix construction (≥ 7%), whereas the sparse recurrences phase includes the In-
complete LU factorization (≥ 16%) and the Sparse Triangular Solve (≥ 17%).

2.1.2 Pseudo-transient Newton-Krylov-Schwarz (ψNKS)

Robust implicit methods for nonlinear PDEs typically solve a sequence of steady state-

like nonlinear problems, set up on timesteps artificially, known as pseudo-transient

continuation. Other forms of parameter continuation may also be employed, such

as continuation in Reynolds number, in order to robustify the nonlinear conver-

gence. Only serendipitously is convergence achieved from an arbitrary initial guess.

In pseudo-transient continuation, as we advance in time towards infinity (i.e., the

timestep approaches ∞), we obtain the steady state solution.

The Newton-Krylov-Schwarz (NKS) implicit solver is a synergistic combination of

a Newton-Krylov nonlinear numerical method and a Krylov-Schwarz preconditioned
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linear iterative method for a general algebraic problem [53, 54]. The system of the

conservation equations are discretized as:

f(u) = 0, (2.5)

where u is a vector of unknowns of the system state, and f(u) is the vector-valued

function of the residual of nonlinear conservation laws resulting from the time-implicit

control-volume spatial discretization of the Euler governing equations with artificial

compressibility. Pseudo-transient continuation is used to accelerate convergence to

an assumed steady state.

The pseudo-transient [55, 56] form of the discrete framework is:

G(ul) ≡ f(ul) + (
ul − ul−1

∆tl
) = 0, (2.6)

where ∆tl → ∞ as l → ∞. u0 is the provided initial guess. To solve each member

of the sequence of the nonlinear problems, i.e., l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , an inexact Newton

method is employed. The solution of ul is inside a timestep t = 1, 2, 3, . . . until

satisfied for adequately small ε:

∥∥ G′(ul,t−1)δul,t +G(ul,t−1)
∥∥ < ε, (2.7)

and

ul,t = ul,t−1 + δul,t. (2.8)

Newton’s method requires the solution of very large, sparse Jacobian systems,

resulting from the Newton corrections:

Ax = b, (2.9)
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where

x = δul,t, (2.10)

b = −G(ul,t−1), (2.11)

and

A = G′(ul,t−1). (2.12)

To solve such linear systems (Ax = b), a Krylov subspace iterative method, e.g.,

GMRES [57], is employed, relying upon its matrix-free operations, which executes in

a split-discretization mode, meaning that the action of the Jacobian may be based

on the true f(u) whereas the preconditioner for the Jacobian can be supplied from

a more convenient discretization. This split-discretization feature has been built into

PETSc from the beginning and is key to its flexibility in exploiting a variety of algo-

rithmic innovations in preconditioning. The Jacobian-vector product is, thereafter,

approximated by finite-differenced Frechet derivatives of the nonlinear residual vec-

tor. Furthermore, to obtain adequate inner iteration convergence rates, the Krylov

subspace method requires an efficient preconditioner in terms of time and space com-

plexity through which the number of the linear iterations is drastically decreasing

while maintaining concise capacity for the Krylov subspace. These can be achieved

through applying an additive Schwarz precondtioner [58], which chops the global

PDE domain into smaller partitions. In other words, the additive Schwarz method

is a domain decomposition method that constructs multiple subdomains to be ap-

proximately solved independently and concurrently. At every subdomain, a local

preconditioner method, e.g., Incomplete LU (ILU) [59], is executed in parallel. The

matrix of every subdomain upon which the ILU factorization is applied inside the
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additive Schwarz preconditioner is based on a lower-order discretization than the one

used in the residual vector, itself [41].

To summarize, the Jacobian-free method implemented in PETSc avoids explicitly

storing a full, consistent Jacobian matrix, by relying only on sparse Jacobian-vector

multiplications to access the coefficient matrix. However, in practice, subdomain-sized

diagonal blocks of a preconditioner matrix should be computed to keep the number of

Krylov iterations manageable. As mentioned above, these preconditioner blocks (i.e.,

the submtraices) employ a lower-order discretization than the true Jacobian [53]. For

a complex discretization involving flux-limited Euler, they are typically computed

by finite-differences of residual evaluations on graphs, suitably covered to minimize

the number of residual evaluations required. Newton’s method can be globalized by

pseudo-transient continuation (Ψtc) [55, 56].

The original FUN3D has additional full compressibility and Navier-Stokes options,

which when activated increase the prominence of the flux kernel among the four tasks,

adding more storage per vertex and more computation per edge. They also increase

the opportunities for spatial and temporal locality and therefore for enhancing arith-

metic intensity; we deal here with the most austere case of incompressible Euler. Our

proposed contributions can be effectively transformed into more complex formula-

tions, e.g., compressible Euler flow, with additional coding efforts. Nevertheless, we

focus herein upon the HPC novelties of the proposed shared-memory optimizations

and scaling endeavors that are transformable into many different scientific applica-

tions, in particular those which suffer from irregular memory access.

The four nested levels of ΨNKS implicit framework are shown in Algorithm 2.2.

The flux kernel is called in the steps numbered (1), (2), (4), and (9). Global inner

products, which expose any load imbalance, are performed in steps (5), (7), and

(9). Steps (3) and (8) are typically memory bandwidth-bottlenecked. The domain

preconditioner loop (the innermost “for” loop) is a parallel loop over the subdomains,
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each of which is preconditioned asynchronously using ILU.

Algorithm 2.2 ΨNKS algorithm.

1: for i = 0 to max timestep do
2: compute pseudo-timestep (1)
3: for j = 0 to max Newton do
4: compute nonlinear residual and Jacobian (2)
5: for k = 0 to max Krylov do
6: for p = 0 to max Schwarz do
7: solve subdomain problems concurrently (3)
8: end for
9: perform Jacobian-vector product (4)

10: enforce Krylov basis conditions (5)
11: update optimal coefficients (6)
12: check linear convergence (7)
13: end for
14: perform DAXPY update (8)
15: check nonlinear convergence (9)
16: end for
17: compute the aerodynamic forces and moments (10)
18: end for

2.1.3 Indirect Addressing

In the context of irregular grids, a typical memory reference presupposes several ad-

dress calculations to identify the exact memory location into which the data is going to

be written (see Figure 2.4). This computational pattern is so-called indirect address-

ing, which is bottlenecked by the memory latency that limits its performance. Thus,

the drawback in the performance is the cost of additional memory access necessitated.

Listing 2.1 shows an example of indirected addressing written in C programming lan-

guage.

1 // A, B, C, and I are arrays of size N

2 // I and K store indices to reference B and C

3 // Referencing B using I is called indirect addressing

4 // blockSize and baseIndex are two offset variables (displacement)

5 // Referencing C via K and I is called indirect addressing with displacement

6 for(int i = 0; i < N; i++)

7 A[i] = A[i] * B[I[i]] + C[K[I[i] * blockSize + baseIndex]];

Listing 2.1: Indirect addressing.
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Figure 2.4: Indirect addressing.

Unstructured mesh code, for example, performs many integer operations per flop

due to indirect addressing and non-unit stride memory access patterns. This irregular

access pattern leads to cache misses that squander many CPU cycles.

2.2 Emerging Architectures

In this Section, we describe the hardware specifications of the computing architectures

upon which our shared-memory optimizations of the unstructured grid computations

are pivoted; these configurations are concisely recapped in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

[Note: The description of different CPU frequency drivers and scaling governors can

be found in [60].]

Table 2.1: Many-core hardware specifications.
KNC KNL-A KNL-B KNL-C

Family x100 x200 x200 x200
Model 7120P 7210 7210 7290
Socket(s) 1 1 1 1
Cores 61 64 64 72
GHz 1.24 1.30 1.30 1.50
Watts/socket 300 215 215 245
DDR4 (GB) 16 96 96 192
Freq. Driver PSTATE PSTATE ACPI ACPI
Max GHz 1.33 1.50 1.30 1.50
Governor Powersave Powersave Conservative Conservative
Turbo Boost × × X X
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Table 2.2: Multi-core hardware specifications.
SNB IVB HSX BDX SKY

Family E5 E5V2 E5V3 E5V4 SP
Model 2650 2680 2699 2680 8176
Socket(s) 2 2 2 2 2
Cores 8 10 36 28 56
GHz 2.0 2.80 2.30 2.40 2.10
Watts/socket 95 115 145 120 165
DDR4 (GB) 64 128 264 132 264
Freq. Driver PSTATE PSTATE ACPI PSTATE ACPI
Max GHz 2.80 3.60 2.30 3.30 2.10
Governor Performance Powersave Ondemand Powersave Ondemand
Turbo Boost X X X X X

2.2.1 The Golden Age of Microprocessor Architecture

This section briefs the historical facts, from two perspectives: hardware and software,

important to comprehend the architectural design decisions that have led to the

current complicated, energy-austere processing hardware, and will even lead to further

convoluted architectures in the near future. It is important from an architecture point-

of-view to describe these facts, which in turn motivates the research work manifested

herein1.

The landscape of microprocessor design is aggressively moving towards a domain-

specific architecture that is fabricated to execute well, on a certain type of workload, a

particular kernel code written by a domain-specific language. For example, the Tensor

Processing Unit (TPU) [62] is a custom design chip manufactured by Google to ac-

celerate their deep learning computational kernels that are typically written by their

proprietary machine learning framework, namely Tensorflow [63]. This speculation,

which predicts that the inevitable microprocessor design path is a domain-specific ar-

1Note: Most of the details of this historical overview are well covered in the famous textbook
by David Patterson and John Hennessy: “Computer Architecture: A Quantitative Approach [32].”
In fact, they have given numerous talks and lectures centered around this topic, and the most
recent one, at the time of writing, and the most inspiring one is their Turing award talk [61] at the
International Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA) 2018, titled: “A New Golden Age for
Computer Architecture: Domain-Specific Hardware/Software Co-Design, Enhanced Security, Open
Instruction Sets, and Agile Chip Development.”
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chitecture that requires a domain-specific language, arises from the recent stagnation

in the conventional CPU speed. In fact, from 1971 until recently, CPU speed has im-

proved marvelously so that the current microprocessor architecture is a million times

faster than almost four decades ago. Various key innovations in the hardware design

lie behind this astonishing growth rate, such as, bit-level parallelism, instruction-level

parallelism, and transistor-level optimization.

The end of Dennard scaling2 and the “retirement” of Moore’s3 law more than a

decade ago have driven the direction of the architecture towards the era of multi-

and many-core CPUs, in which we move from one power-inefficient core to a num-

ber4 of efficient ones. The power consumption has become a key constraint and the

performance per watt no longer has the same exponential growth rate.

With these aforementioned limiting factors from the architecture side, the growth

of microprocessor performance has flatlined, which makes practitioners believe that

the only path available is to move towards domain-specific architectures. Nonetheless,

Fuchs et al. [65] have concluded, through a comprehensive study to quantify whether

the performance advancements achieved by the domain-specific architectures are be-

cause of the improvements in the algorithms or architectures, that the power of the

domain-specific chips are still restricted by Moore’s law. Precisely, their results have

showed that due to the improvements in the transistors available per square mil-

limeter of silicon, the applications performance executed on these specialized chips

is evolving. Thus, whatever performance gains comes from these architectures, the

increment in the transistor counts is, one way or another, the causation, which is

limited by Moore’s law.

From scientific computing perspective, the adaptation to such architectural trends

is challenging and even seems impossible, since there are numerous different production-

2 Dennard scaling law states that the power consumption of transistors stays in proportion with
the area so that the power density remains steady as they get smaller [64].

3 Moore’s law states that transistor counts in an integrated circuit double every two years [7].
4 The number of cores can nowadays be hundreds in some general-purpose architectures.
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level kernels, and budgets do not allow for building or acquiring a domain-specific

supercomputer for every scientific application. That said, a compute node that is

going to empower the next exascale system is abstractly envisioned to be a hybrid

node that includes multiple CPU architectures and accelerators [66].

Even with these hardware and software constraints, there has been a large body of

research conducted to demonstrate the portability and performance challenges of dif-

ferent scientific workload executed on such cutting- and bleeding-edge architectures,

which include discovering various node-level optimization mechanisms that would ef-

fectively be integrated at the compiler-level, for portability reasons, by the hardware

vendors or compiler developers. To this end, supercomputer manufacturers can adapt

some of the hardware innovations introduced by the domain-specific architectures to

fabricate the computing systems suitable for scientific applications, if the software

stack at the compiler-, application-, and algorithm-level are redesigned in such a way

that is applicable for preternatural architectures.

Having introduced some historical facts about the past, current, and future hard-

ware design, next we explain the key specifications of the different hardware archi-

tectures used herein, some of which have purposely been fabricated by their vendors

in preparation for what to expect in the next exascale computing chip.

2.2.2 Intel® Xeon® Phi™

The Intel’s tectonic shift in the direction of energy-austere, massively parallel many-

core processing units is featured in the Xeon Phi product line. Phi project aims to

envision the fundamental microarchitecture fabrication of the next exascale processing

hardware in light of overcoming the power budget, which is, as stated earlier, a key

constraint in microprocessor design. Even though Intel has recently announced the

termination of the Xeon Phi product line, they continue investigating the potentials

of escalating the node-level performance depending upon the well-established body
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of knowledge that has been developed throughout a long-term research investment

on the Phi project and beyond. In retrospect, the many-core initiative of Intel was

started by three different orthogonal research projects. The Larrabee research project

[67, 68] that was introduced as an x86-based General Purpose Graphical Processing

Unit (GPGPU), the Teraflops research chip that delivers a TeraFlop/s performance

within a single CPU die, and the single-chip cloud computer prototype that builds a

non-coherent cache architecture with many energy-efficient hardware cores per die.

The first noncommercial prototype of Phi architecture (Knights Ferry) was the

derivative of the previously mentioned Intel many-core projects. Many ideas and fea-

tures have been transformed with sophisticated modifications and enhancements into

the initial Phi design, which includes 512-bit SIMD instruction units, 4-way SMT,

convoluted cache coherency protocols, and many more. The cardinal idea of the Phi

project since its inception, is to merge multi-core x86 compatibility with the emer-

gence of low-frequency, power-efficient many-core accelerators that were restricted to

GPGPUs. Subsequent to the Knights Ferry prototype, two major generations of Xeon

Phi architectures have been pushed into the HPC markets, each of which features dif-

ferent characteristics and limitations, as well as delivers considerable floating-point

performance per chip. The main advantage of using Phi over other many-core archi-

tectures is that the programming effort can quickly focus on how to achieve optimal

performance, rather than how to port the code, itself. With well-known parallel

programming paradigms such as POSIX5 Threads (pthreads), OpenMP, OpenCL, or

MPI, developing applications on Phi is easily accomplished. Tuning the code, on the

other hand, can be a daunting proposition at present.

5 POSIX stands for Portable Operating System Interface, and the suffix IX stands for IEEE-IX
standards.
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Knights Corner

KNC is a Peripheral Component Interconnect express (PCIe) Many Integrated Core

(MIC) x86 processing unit [9]. It accommodates up to 61 hardware cores running at a

nominal speed of 1.238 GHz, or approximately half the speed of the CPU. The design

of the cores is based on a modified version of Intel Pentium 32-bit P54c architecture

that has been extended to fully support 64-bit IEEE arithmetic. The implementation

of the microarchitecture (see Figure 2.5) is based on the IMCI Instruction Set Archi-

tecture (ISA), which extends the AVX instruction sets to support the 512-bit Vector

Processing Unit (VPU) for SIMD instructions [69, 70]. With Fused Multiply-Add

(FMA), the VPU can perform either 8 64-bit or 16 32-bit floating-point operations

in a single CPU cycle. Therefore, the theoretical peak floating-point performance of

KNC6 is 1.2 TeraFlop/s7 of double precision, and 2.4 TeraFlop/s of single precision.

The VPU has 16 general purpose registers, to store data as well as addresses, and

it has 32 floating-point registers, to store the floating-point numbers. Also, it intro-

duces an additional 218 new SIMD instructions compared to a conventional Xeon

CPU. Furthermore, the VPU implements an Extended Math Unit (EMU) to supply

a high-throughput hardware implementation of the single precision transcendental

functions as elementary functions, and other functions can be derived from. The

transcendental functions that are provided by EMU are [71]:

1. Reciprocal function (RECIP (1/x)) [1 execution cycle]

2. Reciprocal square root function (RSQRT (1/
√

(x))) [1 execution cycle]

3. Base two logarithm function (LOG2 (log2(x))) [1 execution cycle]

4. Base two exponential function (EXP2 (2x)) [2 execution cycles]

6 8 Double Precision or 16 Single Precision × 2 FMA × 61 cores × 1.238 GHz Clock Speed.
7 Flop/s stands for floating-point operations per second.
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16 GB On-board GDDR5 Memory (5.5 GT/s � 5.5 billion transactions per second) [Maximum Aggregated Memory Bandwidth is 352 GB/s]
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Figure 2.5: Intel® Xeon® Phi™ Knights Corner architecture (as rendered by the
author).

KNC uses Intel hyper-threading technology to support 4-way SMT, by which a

core can launch up to four hardware threads simultaneously. Every core includes a

short in-order, dual issue pipeline, which ensures that the overhead for the branch

misprediction is negligible. There are two launch pipes (execution units) per core, U

and V pipes; most of the VPU instructions is executed in the U pipe. Two concurrent

instructions can be executed at every clock cycle, distributed between the U pipe and

the V pipe. The instructions are scheduled in a sequence between the threads within

a core. However, there is no consecutive execution of instructions from the same

threads; there must be at least one cycle delay before decoding the next instruction

from the same thread (e.g., if the core has launched only one thread out of four,

the thread’s instructions will be issued at every other cycle). This minimizes the
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core’s pipeline latency and it also preempts the decode stage of the core’s pipeline

from pruning the clock frequency [72]. Thus, unlike other Xeon architectures, MIC’s

hyper-threading should fully exploit the hardware resources, with at least two thread

contexts per core, and therefore it, purposely, cannot be deactivated. There are five

execution pipelines through which all VPU instructions en route to completion. These

pipelines are:

1. Double precision pipeline that executes the 64-bit IEEE arithmetics, converts from

64-bit to 32-bit, and executes the double precision comparison instructions

2. Single precision pipeline, which executes most of the 64-bit integer load instructions

3. Mask pipeline for mask instructions

4. Store pipeline for store instructions,

5. Scatter/gather pipeline, which reads sparse data from the memory into the vec-

tor registers, and writes the sparse data back into the memory from the vector

registers.

Every MIC core has two 32 KB L1 coherent caches for data and instructions,

respectively, as well as a 512 KB L2 cache. The cache line size is 64 bytes. The two

cache levels of MIC are each 8-way set associative, and each has 8 reading channels

and 8 memory banks8. The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)9 page table of each

cache level is a 4-way set associative that supports 4 KB, 64 KB, and 2 MB page

sizes for the L2 caches, 4 KB and 2 MB page sizes for the L1 data caches, as well as

4 KB for the L1 instruction caches. All L2 caches are interconnected with each other

8 A memory bank is a logical storage unit that is identified by the Direct Memory Access (DMA).
In principle, a bank contains number of rows and columns that specifies chunks of storage with
size equal to the numbers of column and row bits; memory banks are distributed across several
chips. Similarly, caches are divided into several banks, which are addressed successively in the total
collection of memory banks.

9 TLB is a cache layer implemented in the Memory Management Unit (MMU) by the hardware,
used to speedup the virtual address to physical address translation [73].
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and the memory controllers via a high-bandwidth bidirectional 512-bit ring network,

namely On-Die Interconnect (ODI); effectively ODI creates a shared Last Level Cache

(LLC) amounting to 32 MB [9]. The bidirectional high performance network consists

of three independent rings in each direction, as follows:

• Data block ring (64 bytes wide)

– The data ring block is designed to provide the high-bandwidth data transmi-

sion requirement by the large number of cores

• Address ring

– Sends memory addresses, and read/write commands

• Acknowledgment ring

– Sends flow control and coherence messages

KNC chip connects to at most 16 GB on-board Graphics Double Data Rate,

version 5 (GDDR5) Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) through 8 32-bit

dual DMA controllers (i.e., in total 16 memory channels: 16 bits coming from one

chip and 16 bits coming from the other chip). Every channel has 4 banks and 4

sub-banks, and a total of 256 DRAM banks (16 banks for each channel × 16 channels

= 256 banks). The sustainable memory bandwidth of each core amounts to 8.4

GB/s (512.4 GB/s in total for all 61 cores) neglecting the throughput capacity of

the physical memory [74, 75]. Nonetheless, the bandwidth between the cores and

the memory controllers is bounded by the bidirectional ring network that links the

cores’ caches with the memory controllers, which theoretically transfers in excess of

220 GB/s. Hence, the theoretically aggregated memory bandwidth amounts to 352

GB/s10 across all memory controllers directly connected to the die.

10 5.5 GT/s transfer speed × 16 channels × 4 Bytes/transfer.
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The MIC architecture implements a data coherency between the hardware cores,

which are connected to the bidirectional network, by 64 physical global global Dis-

tributed Tag Directories (DTDs) hooked up to the ODI. In addition, based on the

cache line address, a hash function connects the physical memory to the DTD to be

used for cache line assignment. The overall address space is divided evenly among

the caches of the cores to achieve an equidistribution of the memory addresses. The

DTD helps to minimize memory conflicts in the hot spots of a program. Further,

because the DTD protocol is based upon the memory addresses, considerable differ-

ences in memory access latencies can be observed, based on the DTD owning the

cache line, rather than the distance between the cores. In the traditional Modified,

Exclusive, Shared, Invalid (MESI) cache coherency protocol, each cache line has to

be evicted into the main memory before other threads can read or write that line,

which makes the intra-node communication between threads complex and expensive.

Therefore, Intel introduces an extended version of the MESI protocol that is imple-

mented on MIC to reduce the cost penalty of the intra-node communication. The

extended-MESI protocol offers cache-to-cache (some literature refers to it as “core-

to-core”) communication, which explicitly reduces the frequency of eviction into the

main memory. This is done despite the fact that the overall latency of reading and

writing a cache line is strongly dependent upon the state of the requested cache line

[76]. Furthermore, an L2 cache line miss takes on average 250 CPU clock cycles from

L2 remote cache to the requester L2 cache, whereas a 302 CPU clock cycles on average

is taken from the DRAM to the requester L2 cache [77].

The 61st core of KNC runs a micro version of the Linux Operating System, by

which MIC can operate independently as a Linux compute node linked to the main

CPU via a PCIe bus, allowing users to run on KNC natively; this mode of operation

is so-called “native mode.” However, KNC can work as a coprocessor through the “of-

fload mode”, similarly to other accelerators like Graphical Processing Units (GPUs).
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In this mode, a portion of the code (normally the most compute-intensive kernels)

with its associated input data is rolled onto the KNC and the results rolled back. To

effectively improve the offload transmission performance, Intel offers a low-level pro-

gramming model that reduces the overhead of launching offloaded code, while offering

extreme bandwidth for data transfer between the device and the host. This approach

utilizes Intel Coprocessor Offload Infrastructure (COI) as well as Symmetric Com-

munication Interface (SCIF). On the other hand, KNC has also a “symmetric” mode

that allows the coprocessor to establish communication with other devices through

MPI routines, so that the chip works as an independent compute unit along with the

CPU.

In [75], the authors demonstrate the read and write bandwidth of KNC. In the read

case, the achieved bandwidth is almost 171 GB/s when 61 cores and 4 threads per core

are used. This result is achieved with 32-bit integers but uses vectorization capabilities

to load and sum 16 of them at a time (process 512-bits: a full cache line at once

using SIMD instructions). When 61 cores and 2 threads per core are used, the read

bandwidth reached 183 GB/s, aided by enabling hardware prefetching instructions,

which allows MIC to request data from the main memory before they are actually

needed, effectively hiding the memory latency as well as improving the application

efficiency. In the case of writes, the peak bandwidth is achieved by allowing simple

store operation, disabling the Read For Ownership (RFO) protocol, which forces the

coprocessor to bring a cache line into the cache before being able to write it, and

committing writes to the memory in an arbitrary order using Non Globally Ordered

write instructions (NRNGO). This yields almost 160 GB/s.

The STREAM benchmark [78] is studied on the Knights Corner in [79], with

the best performance achieved for 60 threads with balanced thread affinity11, with an

observed bandwidth of more than 156 GB/s. When the number of threads is increased

11 The description of thread affinity modes is detailed in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4.
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to 240, the bandwidth drops to about 127 GB/s. The bandwidth of the read and

write operations is also calculated alone – about 122.1 GB/s with 244 threads for the

reads, and for the writes, 62.9 GB/s.

We investigate the memory bandwidth of our used KNC chip using STREAM ver-

sion 5.10 benchmark with −O3 compiler flag, and 64, 000, 000 array elements double

precision value (8 bytes per array element). Table 2.3 shows the STREAM bench-

mark results of launching 60 threads (one thread per hardware core), as well as 240

threads with scatter thread affinity. Overall, Knights Corner achieves on STREAM

benchmark only about 49% of the peak memory bandwidth with 60 physical threads

(2.9 GB/s per core and 173 GB/s in total with 60 cores).

60 OpenMP Threads 240 OpenMP Threads
STREAM Kernels Memory Bandwidth (GB/s)
Copy 168.304 154.029
Scale 163.555 152.018
Add 173.758 141.632
Triad 173.249 143.312

Table 2.3: STREAM benchmark running on Knights Corner (7120P).

The best performance is achieved with 60 threads rather than 240 threads, con-

firming the findings of other researchers. This is due to the GDDR5 DRAM structure

of the KNC. In the case of 60 OpenMP threads, STREAM kernels issue around

120 memory read requests plus 60 memory write requests, which in total equals to

180 memory access requests, which is less than the total number of banks of all 16

Knights Corner’s memory channels, namely 256. Thus, with 60 OpenMP threads,

KNC maintains a regular memory access pattern that maps all access requests to

different banks without conflicts. On the other hand, in the case of 240 OpenMP

threads, STREAM kernels issue around 480 memory read requests plus 240 memory

write requests. These 720 memory access requests greatly exceed the total number of

memory banks. Irregular memory access causes mapping conflicts, which effectively

degrades the performance of the memory bandwidth [72].
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Cache Coherency Performance Challenges: Knights Corner uses an ex-

tended protocol for the cache coherency implementation. Intel has modified the

shared state (S) in the standard MESI cache protocol to allow modified and unmodi-

fied cache lines in the shared state (S); this approach condenses broadcast storms on

the address buses. Additionally, MIC’s DTD maintains the global coherency by hold-

ing the extended shared state (S), which is Globally Owned, Locally Shared (GOLS)

coherency state of each cache line. Each cache line miss request passes through the

DTD, and the DTD answers based upon the GOLS state, by either fetching the cache

line from the memory or from the core that owns the requested cache line [80]. DTD

allows the cores to communicate without having performance deviations necessitated

by distance variations between cores. Thus, the distance between MIC’s cores are

extraneous to the performance. Hence, it creates a homogeneous distribution of the

shared cache lines among the cores to avoid performance degradation. This approach,

on the other hand, does not take advantage of data locality in the network [76]. Nev-

ertheless, it may be related to the address for the cache miss. The core that has

the cache miss event sends the access request to the related DTD through the ring.

The implicit communication in transferring cache lines between cores inhibits under-

standing and further improving the performance. Figure 2.6 shows a flowchart that

represents the processes of data transmission between the cores and the hierarchical

memory subsystem of MIC.

Knights Landing

KNL is an x86 processing unit that provides high concurrency in the form of low

frequency, power efficient compute cores [10]. A KNL die holds up to 36 dual-core

active tiles (72 physical cores) of at most 1.50 GHz nominal frequency, at up to 260

W time-averaged power dissipation (see Figure 2.7). However, there are two extra

passive tiles (i.e., four extra hardware cores) that are built for manufacturing reasons
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Figure 2.6: Cache-to-cache transmission scheme of Intel Knights Corner (as rendered
by the author).

and they get deactivated as soon as the chip is in production. Similar to KNC, each

core provides 4-way SMT support to boost the multi-threading throughput. The

cores microarchitecture design is based on a modified version of the 14 nm die shrink

of “Silvermont” microarchitecture, which is so-called “Airmont”. The cores support

out-of-order execution, with two FMA instructions per clock cycle. Every core has

two 512-bit wide VPUs for SIMD operations. The IMCI ISA of KNC is replaced

with a rich extension to the initial AVX to support the 512-bit SIMD operations for

compatibility reasons; so that it can be migrated to the future Xeon architectures.

The AVX-512 ISA of KNL includes most of the x86 instruction set extensions of a

conventional Xeon processor in addition to AVX-512 extensions, which comes in four

groups [81, 82, 10]:

1. AVX-512 F (Foundation)
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• The 512-bit extensions of the standard instructions sets of 32/64-bit AVX

instructions

2. AVX-512 CD (Conflict Detection)

• The most important AVX-512 instructions that extract conflict-free data sub-

sets within a SIMD lane to ensure safe vectorization

3. AVX-512 ER (Exponential and Reciprocal)

• The implementation of precise approximate transcendental operations similar

to IMCI of KNC; however, it supports both double and single precision with

various rounding and masking options, and different maximum relative errors

4. AVX-512 PF (PreFetching)

• The implementation of software scatter and gather cache prefetching instruc-

tions

The theoretical peak floating-point performance of KNL12 is in excess of 3.0 Ter-

aFlop/s of double precision, and 6.0 TeraFlop/s of single precision [83].

KNL implements two levels of caching: a 32 KB L1 cache privately owned by

every core, and a 1 MB L2 cache locally owned by every tile and shared by the two

cores of the tile. Similar to KNC, there is two 8-way set associative L1 caches (data

and instructions), and the size of each is 32 KB. However, the L2 cache is 16-way set

associative. The cache line size is 64 bytes. Every tile has a Caching-Home Agent

(CHA) unit that maintains the inter-tile cache coherency. The CHAs connect the

tiles to the KNL 2D mesh on-die network topology. The global data coherency across

the KNL die is tracked by a global tag directory that is equidistributed across each

tile’s CHA via a hash function [83, 84, 10]. In addition, the cache line distribution

mechanism varies based upon the clustering modes configuration of KNL. Clustering

12 8 Double Precision or 16 Single Precision × 2 VPUs × 2 FMA × 72 cores × 1.5 GHz Clock
Speed.
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Figure 2.7: Intel® Xeon® Phi™ Knights Landing architecture (as rendered by the
author).

modes control how the address space is mapped and how data is circulated between

the tiles and memory to serve L2 cache miss requests. There are three different

categories of these modes [85, 10]:

• All-to-All

– The mode does not maintain any affinity between all the agents. In addition,

the memory addresses are homogeneously hashed to the CHAs, by which an

L2 miss request has to travel across the entire die to get served

• Quadrant/Hemisphere

– The mode maintains an affinity between the CHA and memory. Furthermore,

the memory addresses are uniformly hashed to the CHAs based upon the CHA
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placement in the network. In other words, it divides the die into either 4

segments (quadrant) or 2 segments (hemisphere), and maps the address space

to the CHAs of the same segment as the memory controller. It, therefore,

considers the distance between the memory and CHA as the key distribution

factor, and builds affinity between both of them

• SNC-2/4 (Sub-NUMA Clustering)

– The mode creates an affinity between all the agents. It virtually divides the die

into quad (SNC-4) or dual (SNC-2) NUMA processing sockets, in which the

continuous address space segments are mapped to the same NUMA cluster.

The memory addresses are, thereafter, hashed based upon the CHAs within

the same socket, and the data communication is very restricted to a particular

NUMA cluster. In addition, a cache line request outside a specific NUMA

region, has to go through the memory. Thus far, SNC modes are particularly

experimental mode[10, 86]

The KNL contains two types of memory: an off-chip high-capacity DDR4 Syn-

chronous DRAM (SDRAM) memory of up to 384 GB in size and an on-chip high-

bandwidth 3D stacked Multi-Channel DRAM (MCDRAM) memory of 16 GB in size.

There are three configuration modes of the MCDRAM [87, 10]:

• Flat: an extra address space alongside the DRAM

• Cache: an LLC caching layer between the DRAM and L2 caches

• Hybrid: a combination of the flat and cache mode

2.2.3 Intel® Xeon®

Xeon is the multi-core x86 streamline of Intel that is designed to power server-grade

computers, specifically to operate at scale. It is manufactured to support several
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advanced features, in terms of the core count, size and specifications of the hierar-

chical memory, multi-level of caching, and different number of integrated sockets.

In this thesis, we used five different Intel Xeon architectures for our experimenta-

tions: Sandy Bridge (SNB), Ivy Bridge (IVB), Haswell (HSX), Broadwell (BDX),

and Skylake (SKY). The first four present architectures are fundamentally conven-

tional Intel Xeon x86 CPUs, and thus their underlying architectural characteristics

are not highly relevant to the justifications of our achieved performance. We there-

fore pivot to describe the cutting-edge Intel multi-core architecture, i.e., Intel server

scalable processor family, which features the Skylake architecture and inherits several

characteristics from the Xeon Phi hardware; in particular, KNL architecture.

Server Scalable Processor – Skylake

Intel’s scalable processor family is a 14 nm x86 multi-core CPU based on Socket P

(Land Grid Array (LGA) 3647) microprocessor that attributes several features for

high performance intensive computations, including, but not limited to, immense

number of hardware cores, considerable memory bandwidth, exclusive13 LLC and

larger Mid-Level Cache (MLC), address space localization based on sub-NUMA clus-

tering, and ISA based on AVX-512 [88]. The architecture supports dual, quad,

and octa-socket configuration, and the connection between different sockets is imple-

mented via Intel UltraPath Interconnect (UPI), which replaces the old Intel Quick-

Path Interconnect (QPI) presented in the previous generations. A single socket inte-

grates hex-channel of memory controller (6 memory channels), each of which connects

to two Dual In-line Memory Module (DIMM), providing a support for at most 2.67

GHz Double Data Rate 4 (DRR4) DRAM of up to 1.5 TB memory per socket. Every

13 Exclusive cache hierarchy assures that the data is stored in at most one of the available caching
layers, which means that redundant copies of the cached data are preempted. This approach allows
more data to be presented closely to the CPU in different caching layers, which effectively relies upon
exchanging cache lines between different layers of caches rather than carrying out explicit cache line
copy operations to serve a cache line miss request.
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core can have 2 VPUs, and a single socket can accommodate up to 28 physical cores

running at most 2.50 GHz nominal frequency, at up to 205 W time-averaged power

dissipation. Skylake supports 2-way SMT through which the hyper-threading capable

of initiating two “fat” hardware threads per core [89].

Every core privately owns two 8-way set associative L1 caches of 32 KB for each

(data and instructions), and a 16-way set associative private 1 MB L2 cache. The

architecture supports 11-way set associative shared L3 non-inclusive (exclusive) cache

of 38.5 MB aggregate capacity that is divided into 1.375 MB LLC per core. The

cache line size is 64 byte. A CHA dwells inside every core to efficiently maintain

the distributed directory-base data coherency. Skylake replaces the old ring network,

which connects the die components, with a scalable 2D mesh interconnect, similar to

KNL, to mitigate the access latency and increase the memory bandwidth per core.

Skylake is the first multi-core architecture that supports the AVX-512 ISA of KNL

[90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. However, the AVX-512 instruction sets of Skylake is richer than

KNL even though it does not explicitly support the exponential and reciprocal as

well as prefetching instructions. It nevertheless supports the foundation and conflict

detection instructions of KNL. Furthermore, it introduces to the AVX-512 ISA three

additional subsets of instruction sets, since Skylake is supposed to be a general-

purpose CPU architecture that executes general-purpose applications:

• AVX-512 BW (Byte and Word)

• AVX-512 DQ (Doubleword and Quadword)

• AVX-512 VL (Vector Length)
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Chapter 3

Related Work

T
he field of performance engineering and optimizations has natural follow-ons in

a number of different directions; spanning a wide-range of scientific applications.

Each application addresses algorithmic-specific challenges related to the performance

merits and demerits of a given hardware, which essentially has developed a thorough

body of knowledge relevant to the architecture. Therefore, different optimization

goals and constraints are undertaken based upon certain objectives, by which port-

ing scientific kernel codes into emerging computing ecosystems is plausible [33]. The

following reviews the literature that is closely related to our shared-memory opti-

mizations presented herein with which the distinctions between the state-of-the-art

optimizations and our proposed contributions are clearly illustrated.

3.1 Unstructured Computations

This section reviews a wide range of research work on the domain of unstructured

mesh workload in general, and CFD in particular.

3.1.1 Porting PETSc-FUN3D to Shared-memory Parallelism

As mentioned earlier, the PETSc-FUN3D application code has undergone several

cycles of development. It has been a representative testbed of unstructured computa-

tions stressing different HPC hardware generations. The shared-memory optimization

efforts in [45, 50, 41] are arguably very conservative, focused upon transforming the
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original vector processor optimized code into cache-based architectures. The key

shared-memory optimization techniques, which have been evolving over years as the

architecture landscape keeps changing, include field interlacing, structural blocking,

and reordering. However, later in [95, 96], crucial efforts of evaluating the thread-level

performance potentials of PETSc-FUN3D on wide-spectrum of architectures are pre-

sented. In particular, the work of [95] revisited the incompressible version of PETSc-

FUN3D to investigate the modest thread-level parallelism available on the IBM Blue

Gene/P architecture (i.e., modest number of cores per node (four IBM PowerPC 450

cores per compute node)), focusing on evaluating the potential of hybrid-programming

paradigm of MPI+OpenMP on the Shaheen supercomputer – IBM Blue Gene/P. Sev-

eral node-level data partitioning schemes involving OpenMP threads were investigated

to improve its performance, including graph coloring, manual reordering with addi-

tion arrays for redundancy, and manual partitioning using a graph partitioner, i.e.,

METIS [97, 98]. Furthermore, in [96], a team led by Intel successfully extended the

initial node-level study of [95] to explore several shared-memory optimization tech-

niques on the incompressible subset of PETSc-FUN3D running on a contemporary

Intel Ivy Bridge multi-core processor, which includes different data structure trans-

formations, vectorization, and data reordering. These most recent studies of [95, 96]

show the potential for hybrid-programming paradigm compared to pure MPI, with

careful consideration to the temporal and spatial locality of the data close to the

CPU, work division among processes and threads, and update management of ghost

points. In particular, a speedup of 6.9x is achieved for the entire PETSc-FUN3D

application on 20 threads on Ivy Bridge (2 threads each on 10 cores) in [96], relative

to “out-of-the-box” baseline compilation. While the triangular solve phase of the ILU

preconditioner in the Newton-Krylov solver obtains only 3.2x speedup, the flux kernel

achieves a full 20x speedup, with other major kernels performing between these two

extremes.
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To summarize the timeline development of PETSc-FUN3D project over years,

Figure 3.1 exhibits the enhancement progress of the application code with respect to

different stages of optimizations targeting various architectures.

1995

1999
Gordon Bell Special Prize

2005
Adaptive Linear Solver

2016
KNC/HSX/BDX

2017
KNL/SKY

2018
GPU/KNM

2019
AMD/ARM

2001
Parallel I/O

2010
IBM BlueGene/P

2015
SNB/IVB

MIMD/SPMD

1996 2009

SIMD/SIMT

2009

Figure 3.1: PETSc-FUN3D development timeline.

3.1.2 Emerging Unstructured CFD Research Code

As stated earlier, the original NASA FUN3D code has been actively maintained for

NASA’s internal use cases, and they have vigorously been optimizing the primary

kernels on different architectures to be prepared for the exascale era [36, 37, 38, 39].

Nevertheless, their optimizations and tuning are believed to be rather conservative

since their proprietary kernel code is a production-level code and, to the best of our

knowledge, their primary focus is often on including richer physical models.

SU2 code of Stanford [99] and OP2 code of Oxford [100] are believed to be the

state-of-the-practice unstructured CFD research codes, which both have recently been

ported into many emerging HPC architectures [101, 102, 103, 104, 105]. Of course,
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there are many others research-based CFD codes such as OpenFOAM [106, 107, 108]

or AU3X [109, 110], which also have been optimized and ported onto number of HPC

hardware, e.g., [111, 112].

3.2 Emerging Architectures

Node-level optimizations have been a subject of interest in many diverse applications

that target wide-range of HPC architectures. For example, seismic [113], stencil [114,

115], electromagnetic [116], molecular dynamics [117, 118], FMM[119], tensors [120],

machine learning and deep learning [121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126], sequence alignment

[127], sparse matrix-vector multiplication [128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134], databases

[135, 136, 137, 138], big data [139], systems and graph engines [140, 141], Lattice

Boltzmann simulation [142, 143], Boundary Element Method [144], and many more.

This section outlines various generic shared-memory optimizations target different

applications on wide-spectrum of heterogeneous computing architectures.

Systems, Databases, and Graph Engines: Maass et al. [140] process a

trillion edges on a compute node of multiple KNCs. Techniques like tiling/block-

ing, out-of-core graph processing, and asynchronous CPU+KNC hybrid execution

model are employed to optimized the performance of the graph operations on a sin-

gle compute node. Similarly, the MapReduce framework [145] is optimized for KNC

architecture in [139], in which the thread-level parallelism is leveraged. Vectoriza-

tion through explicit SIMDization is explored in many database primitive operations

including hashing [135, 136], as well as sequential scans, aggregation, index opera-

tions, and joins [137]. On the other hand, the work of [141] optimizes Breadth-First

Search (BFS) based on sparse-matrix dense-vector products targeting Haswell-based

and KNL-based hardware. In addition, Slim NoC of [146] provides a novel network

topology implementation to optimize the scalability and efficiency of the on-chip in-

terconnect of multi and many-core emerging hardware.
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Performance Analytical Models: The work of [147, 76] optimizes for cache

line awareness, where an analytical performance model is built to tune the cache

line transfers of different architectures, including KNC and Sandy Bridge. Their

model is recently extended to explore KNL [86], which includes constructing several

performance models for certain combinations of KNL clustering and memory modes.

Furthermore, the work of [148] performs several experimentations on KNL with differ-

ent applications, through which Roofline performance models are drawn for different

configurations of KNL. The performance of the hybrid memory system of KNL is

investigated in [149], which provides an analytic model for performance tuning. A

roofline model [150] specifically for benchmarking the performance of a well-optimized

OpenMP implementation of the tall-skinny matrix multiplication kernel for a molec-

ular dynamics application code is proposed in [117], which essentially leverages the

thread-level parallelism on KNL.

Thread and Memory Performance Optimizations: Thread-level workload

balancing with minimal synchronization overheads is proposed in [120], while provid-

ing a sophisticated implementation of a memory-aware allocation strategy to maintain

the working sets on both MCDRAM and DRAM based on the frequency of the mem-

ory accesses. In addition, KNL-specific optimizations and tuning are proposed in [113]

for seismic computations, with detailed comparisons between KNC and Haswell. In

[151], the performance of the hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming paradigm is pro-

vided on Theta supercomputer based on KNL compute nodes. The many-core scal-

ability of the edge-based graph coloring algorithm performance is provided in [152],

which targets both GPU as well as KNC. Data layout transformation and memory

access pattern are key optimization mechanisms for the single node performance in

many research areas, including compiler-specific auto-optimization (e.g., ISPC [153]),

C-like extensions to assist vectorization [154], a runtime scheduling framework for data

distribution and load balancing between the cores and the SIMD units [155], as well
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as a just-in-time compilation framework to build an architecture-specific, SIMDized

code for small matrix multiplications, and low-level data structure transformations

[119]. The work of [156] optimizes MPI Alltoall for cache-oblivious [157] algorithms

targeting Knights Corner hardware by increasing the data locality and utilizing the

Morton order to guide the memory copies of the send/receive buffers. A face-based

efficient data structure to store unstructured grids for high-performance scientific visu-

alization, namely Two-Sided Face Sequence Lists (TSFSL), that utilizes the memory

layout of GPU is proposed in [158].

3.3 Our Contributions to the State-of-the-art Many-core Op-

timizations

The work presented herein extends the two recent shared-memory efforts of [95, 96],

and indeed, our research is highly motivated by their results and potential speedups

on shared-memory architectures. In particular, we mainly target optimizing the work-

load for throughput and latency to favor energy-austere architectures, e.g., KNC and

KNL, which distinguishes this work from other CFD research, thus far. The following

documents these claims and explains them more precisely.

Unstructured Computations: On KNC, we explore the IMCI ISA in both

modes, native and offload, as well as we vary the thread distribution mechanisms

across the cores. On KNL, on the other hand, we undertake that agenda with com-

plete rewrite of the original code to address the challenges and hurdles of porting

an unstructured mesh CFD code onto emerging energy-austere many and multi-core

HPC hardware. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the above mentioned

related work had dedicated ports to the KNC/KNL architectures in particular, ex-

cept for some limited KNC-specific optimizations exposed in [103, 104]. Indeed, since

KNC and KNL are, in the end, x86 architectures, the code that works on an x86

CPU will most likely work on KNC and KNL. However, no other CFD research work
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has focused on squeezing out unstructured mesh PDE performance to this limit on

two complicated many-core architectures. In addition, the performance on multi- and

many-core hardware results show that our shared-memory optimizations and tuning

share value across the span of different architectures. For instance, on Skylake, which

is a cutting-edge Intel architecture that embraces many closely related aspects of

KNL, we show that we maintain roughly similar speedup with less power consump-

tion. In particular, all of our optimizations pay off on Skylake and well exploit the

hardware. The performance is close to KNL and would evidently even outperform

KNL with more added compute cores. To this end, we initially consider evaluating

all of the previously implemented and explored node-level optimizations, which are

applicable to PETSc-FUN3D (e.g., using METIS partitioner, and data layout and

edges workload reordering), on KNC and KNL architectures. We consider these op-

timizations as our baseline code. Then, we fine-tune them first for KNC and later

for KNL architectures, such that we squeeze the best possible performance on the

architectures, before developing our particular algorithmic- and architecture-specific

shared-memory optimizations. For KNL specifically, our implementation is based on

a hierarchical, multi-level workload distribution and balancing that takes into ac-

count the underlying hardware, and equidistributes and orders the edges workload

accordingly. Hence, our work maps the workload to first the vector registers, then

caches (L1 and L2), and finally MCDRAM/DRAM. In addition, on Skylake, we fol-

low nearly the same strategies of ordering and distribution, however, the mapping

considers L3 cache as an exclusive LLC. METIS is tuned based on the underlying

KNC and KNL architectures, taking into consideration minimizing the edge replica-

tion (i.e., edge-cut) overhead due to having fine-grained partitions, all of which share

the same hardware resources. Similarly, our KNL code utilizes the AVX-512 capa-

bilities by leveraging the data-level parallelism in the context of indirect addressing

through exploiting the conflict detection instructions, and a novel data dependency
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conflicts resolution approach based on partial edge coloring and swizzling.

Emerging Architectures: Most of the shared-memory optimizations outlined

in Section 3.2 target structured/regular memory access patterns, in which thread-

level and memory optimizations favor KNC/KNL-type architectures. In addition,

data-level parallelism in their context is a straightforward approach through either

compiler’s auto-vectorization or handwritten intrinsics, once the data dependency

conflicts within a SIMD lane is adjusted. Some of this work is inherited and cus-

tomized to our application code. For instance, SoA of [119], AoSoA of [153], low-

level, MCDRAM-aware allocator of [120], data dependency conflicts migration of

[135], Hilbert-based recursive tiling/blocking of [140], Morton order memory guid-

ance of [156], cache line aware optimization of [147, 76, 86], and partial coloring of

[152]. In our work, we deal with irregular memory access patterns through optimizing

for the cache line awareness based upon minimizing memory reference arithmetic and

pointer chasing, as well as localizing a large bulk of computations inside a compute

core. We thereby confine the workload within a core to SMT threads sharing the same

resources. In the context of KNL, we further restrict the locality to the compute tiles

of KNL to better-utilize the L2 cache of the tiles.
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Part II

Optimizing the Unstructured Grid Motif
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Chapter 4

Porting PETSc-FUN3D to Knights Corner

L
arge-scale parallel simulations of Euler and Navier-Stokes flows based upon

local finite discretizations (for unstructured meshes, typically finite volumes)

on quasi-static meshes weak scale well on distributed-memory architectures through

carefully load-balanced domain decomposition. However, their performance as a per-

centage of peak is poor without careful attention to data layout and access ordering.

While implicit PDE-based codes are generally plagued with memory bandwidth bot-

tlenecks due to lack of reuse of cached Jacobian matrix elements in the solver phase,

PDEs solved on unstructured meshes pose even greater challenges due to indirect

addressing, which further dilutes the fraction of floating-point operations among all

operations.

It is therefore of interest to study the execution amenability of unstructured PDE-

based codes on then state-of-the-art many-core architectures, Intel Xeon Phi Knights

Corner. [Note: The work of this chapter has been published in Elsevier Parallel

Computing Journal (PARCO), 2016 [159].]

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 briefs the core contributions

of the work discussed herein. In Section 4.2 we illustrate the different modes of

threads distribution and work scheduling across the hardware cores, and explains

the upsides and downsides of every thread affinity mode. The key optimizations

procedures, through which we improve the performance of the flux kernel on Knights
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Corner hardware, are highlighted in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 specifies the hardware

and software environment and the design of the experiments, and describes the input

data sets, whereas in Section 4.5 we play with several modes of memory mappings

and thread mappings and discuss the results.

4.1 Highlights of the Contributions

Key contributions of this work are:

(i) We evaluate the shared-memory parallelization of the flux kernel of PETSc-

FUN3D on up to 61 cores per node and up to 4 threads per core

(ii) We explore several thread-level optimizations to improve flux kernel perfor-

mance on Intel Knights Corner architecture, with a focus on strong thread

scaling

(iii) We extend the performance study of the flux kernel to KNC in three thread

affinity modes, namely scatter, compact, and balanced, in both offload and

native mode, with and without various code optimizations to improve alignment

and reduce cache coherency penalties

(iv) Relative to baseline “out-of-the-box” optimized compilation, code restructuring

optimizations provide about 3.8x speedup using the offload mode and about 5x

speedup using the native mode

(v) We explore large-scale distributed-shared memory performance (i.e., hybrid-

programming paradigm (MPI+OpenMP)) on the Cray XC40 supercomputer,

to demonstrate that optimizations employed on Knights Corner hybridize to

this context, where each of thousands of nodes are comprised of dual socket of

Intel Xeon Haswell CPUs with 32 cores per node
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4.2 Thread Affinity Control – Pinning and Binding

Three modes of thread affinity are supported in the OpenMP runtime system: 1)

scatter, 2) compact, and 3) balanced. Figure 4.1 shows examples of different thread

distributions among 60 cores of Intel Knights Corner chip; the empty white slots

represent the idle thread contexts within a core of each mode of allocation. If all of

the four thread contexts within a core are idle (four empty slots), then the core is

not being launched in this mode of the allocation. Following explains the distribution

mechanism of every OpenMP affinity mode.
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Figure 4.1: Thread distribution topology of KNC cores (zero-based numbering).

• Scatter mode: The mode performs the most balanced possible distribution of

threads across all cores, spreading threads around with a round-robin placement,

so that each thread has the most exclusive access to the core resources; it allocates

a single core for each thread even if the number of the threads launched is less than

the total number of hardware cores, e.g., 61 cores in Knights Corner
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• Compact mode: The mode attempts to use least amount of cores by spawning

the maximum permissible thread counts to a core, e.g., 4 threads/core in KNC1,

before filling the next one; it somehow maximizes cache utilization while saving

power by launching the minimum number of cores, since unassigned cores draw low

power [160]

• Balanced mode: The mode equally distributes threads across all cores such that

all threads pinned to the same core have consecutive thread IDs [161]

The thread IDs in the scatter mode are not physically contiguous, see e.g., Fig-

ure 4.1. Instead, adjacent thread IDs are physically distributed so that they are more

likely to be physically nonadjacent. In contrast, the thread IDs in both balanced and

compact modes are physically adjacent. In the case of maximum thread count alloca-

tion, e.g., Knights Corner is 244 threads, the balanced and compact modes identically

have the same thread placements [160]. There is a high level interface that provides

certain command-line environment variables (based on KMP AFFINITY) to control the

thread affinity of OpenMP, and maintain the entire thread pinning and binding to

the hardware cores. In addition, Linux kernel also provides a low-level CPU scheduler

library based on POSIX to control the thread topology of the hardware and the allo-

cation/priority policies; this library is utilized in the Knights Landing work presented

in Chapter 5.

4.3 Thread-level Parallelism

Using compiler, e.g., ICC, automatic vectorization with the irregular memory access

patterns is less efficient than explicitly SIMD programming using intrinsics, which

considerably degrades the performance of unstructured computations. In the Knights

1 The maximum number of allocatable threads per core depends upon the SMT (i.e., Intel’s
hyper-threading) specifications of the hardware, e.g., Knights Corner can initiate up to four threads
per core.
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Corner hardware, the coprocessor can load from the DRAM 16 consecutive single

precision values or 8 consecutive double precision values at every clock cycle with a

single vector instruction. This is useful when these values are aligned with each other

in the memory, as is typical of structured grid computations [104, 103]. However,

in the unstructured mesh context, these values are not generally stored adjacently

in the address space; they therefore lead to a noncontiguous memory access pattern.

Thus, the coprocessor has to load them with multiple vector/scaler instructions, each

of which is executed at a different cycle. It is challenging to vectorize computations

that include noncontiguous memory access patterns by the compilers alone [162, 163].

Since the traditional shared-memory optimization techniques (e.g., data blocking

and field interlacing) in general are not enough for rewarding performance gains on

MIC hardware, we investigate herein additional techniques, some of which have al-

ready been explored in literature for different applications, to leverage the thread-level

parallelism in the flux routine, in particular.

Memory Alignment: To improve compiler vectorization and data reusability,

data structures may be aligned on specific byte boundaries, which can favor MIC cache

line large size. Thus, only a single cache line access that requires one instruction is

performed [161]. Data structure alignment effectively reduces the indirect addressing,

especially when a given architecture supports a large enough size of cache lines. It

minimizes memory load latencies, while aiding the compiler to generate a very efficient

vector/scalar code [80]. Furthermore, data alignment improves the data transfer back-

and-forth over the PCIe bus in the offload mode from the CPU to MIC and vice versa.

The PETSc-FUN3D data structures are restructured and reallocated with 64 byte

memory alignment using extra contentless bytes for padding, which utilizes the 512-

bit wide vector register within a single cycle. Also, memory padding and alignment

subjugate the hurdles of set associativity of L1 and L2 caches, when several cache

lines are mapped to the same set (i.e., conflict misses). We adjust the PETSc-FUN3D
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data objects that are related to each other. In so doing, we regulate access patterns

of address space by situating the starting addresses of their data structures. Since the

flux kernel is a loop over mesh edges, the improvement allows the kernel to process 8

consecutive edges simultaneously within a single thread using each SIMD lane, which

is facilitated via splitting the read and write instructions to avoid conflicting updates

within a vector lane; this optimization approach is described below.

Temporary Buffers: Each OpenMP thread owns private temporary buffers to

locally compute and cache their work portions, which are associated with their as-

signed edges. When a thread finishes its computations, it writes the private temporary

buffers at once to update the vertex data (sometime it updates two vertices, its vertex

plus the ghost vertex, if the edge is shared between multiple threads (a cross-edge2)).

Private local buffers effectively overcome issues of core-to-core communication, when

the requested data is available in neighboring caches. On the other hand, they aid

the compiler to use MIC’s streaming stores3 that are provided at the instruction level,

through which they ensure that the memory writes do not require a read operation

before the writing. Also, they reduce TLB pressure [163]. As described above, the

temporary private buffers effectively aim to detach the double precision arithmetic

from the write-back operations by which 512-bit SIMD lane is utilized to process 8

edges at a time while avoiding the data hazard. Nevertheless, we update the mem-

ory location (write-back) one at a time. In other words, every thread performs 8

sequential writes per vertex (16 sequential writes, in case of a cross-edge) to carry

out the update instructions (see Figure 4.2). During the compute part of the kernel

we exploit the IMCI vector instructions of KNC to perform 8 double precision arith-

metic at once. However, due to the potential data dependency within the SIMD lane,

2 A cross-edge is an edge that links two distinct vertices, and those vertices must not share an
ancestor vertex and a descendent vertex.

3 Streaming stores instructions (non-temporal stores instructions) are Intel’s intrinsics triggered
by the compiler to bypass the cache coherency rules of the CPU. Streaming stores improve the
performance of the application code through avoiding exhausting the memory bandwidth when an
entire cache line is read before updating its content.
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we perform 8 sequential write-back operations through iterating over the temporary

buffers. Therefore, the read and compute processes are done in SIMD mode, whereas

the write is done in scalar mode. In Chapter 5, we tackle the data hazard issues using

more efficient low-level approaches, relying upon the Conflict Detection instructions

introduced in the AVX-512 ISA, and a bucket sort algorithm based on partial graph

coloring.

8-Byte SIMD Read Time Frame
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 T0

A0 T1
A1 T2

A2 T3
A3 T48-Bytes

Scalar
Write

A4 T5
A5 T6

A6 T7
A7 T8

Figure 4.2: Detaching the double precision arithmetic from the write-back using 8
byte SIMD read and 8 byte scalar write.

Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM): We use RCM [164] to order the vertices,

which has been implemented in PETSc-FUN3D [41] for cache-based architectures.

This enhances the spatial locality and reduces cache misses. RCM renumbers the

edges to maximize the reuse of vertices, to minimize the penalty of indirect addressing.

In Chapter 5, we reconsider this technique with different implementation based on

KNL memory hierarchy.

Struct-of-Arrays (SoA): We use a “structure of multiple arrays” data layout

to store the mesh data, which benefits from the MIC VPU gather/scatter pipeline for

sparse data that issues multiple sequential loads for each data field to fill the VPU.

The array data structures of the mesh information are encapsulated in several C
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structs, forming a SoA storing arrangement of multiple data streams, which improves

vectorization and both spatial and temporal locality of reference via supplementing

a unit-stride references. Furthermore, the MIC’s implementation of gather/scatter

instructions enables loading from non-continuous memory addresses to the SIMD

register [118]. This extracts the SIMD-level parallelism of the flux kernel, and op-

timizes the cache footprint while reducing TLB misses. It also improves transfer of

the data elements and instructions from memory to the L1 and L2 caches (software

prefetching to hide memory latency). The data structure restructuring based on SoA

is significantly optimized in Chapter 5.

Owner Computes: Unstructured mesh computations are plagued by irregular

data dependency [105]. Data partitioning may carry a large performance penalty, and

is an essential consideration for shared-memory parallelism. METIS was employed

to decompose the subdomain among the OpenMP threads in the original PETSc-

FUN3D. This technique was investigated for a modest number of threads available

at the time per each MPI rank [95]. METIS attempts to partition vertices into sub-

domains to evenly balance the computational work between the threads, which mini-

mizes the replication of edges across partitions and applies “owner computes4” rule at

the thread-level. METIS partitions the data so that the owner of the nodal data per-

forms the computation to update its own elements. Although the METIS assignment

of vertices to threads has been shown to significantly outperform other threading ap-

proaches, the edge replication slightly increases as the number of threads increases.

Additionally, in [96], the authors conduct early experiments with PETSc-FUN3D

using 240 threads running on KNC chip, and the overhead of the edge replication

exceeds 15%. Hence, we further extend the implementation of METIS to optimize

the thread-level parallelism on KNC, and improve the scalability by reducing the

replication overhead. Giving the expected edge replication overhead, we do a coarse-

4 The owner computes rule is a very common and simple parallel distribution strategy that relies
on assigning computations to processors that own the left-hand side data element of the array [165].
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level partitioning across the physical cores, and thereafter a fine-level sub-partitioning

across the hardware threads. The first stage is completely done by METIS, whereas

the second stage can be carried out by either METIS or a graph coloring scheme.

Thus, the edge cut overhead is limited by the hierarchical partitioning routine. Fur-

thermore, in our optimizations, we do not rely only on balancing the computational

work between the threads. We also balance the communication between the threads

to overcome core-to-core obstacles that are introduced by KNC’s cache coherency

challenges. This reduces the edge cuts and the total communication volume, by de-

creasing the amount of the adjacent elements assigned to different working threads

[166]. Algorithmically, this also results in performance improvement in the linear sys-

tem solver since the parallel single-level additive Schwarz preconditioner is stronger

with the hybrid case because of the usage of larger subdomains. The replication over-

head of METIS is revised and further optimized with a novel distribution mechanisms

in Chapter 5, which aims to minimize the runtime overhead of the OpenMP thread

scheduler and relatively prevent the event of work-stealing [167] possibly done by the

OpenMP runtime system.

4.4 Experimental Setup

Three sets of experiments are described herein, and the most novel ones are variations

of a many-core implementation. We compare these with a multi-core implementation

of the same kernel. We also perform multi-node, multi-core experiments on a leading

recently Cray XC40, adding the XC40 to a growing list of supercomputers on which

FUN3D has been benchmarked, stretching back more than 20 years.

4.4.1 Platforms Used for Experiments

The architecture specifications and configurations are detailed in Chapter 2.

In brief, for the many-core experiments, we use a Linux server equipped with dual
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Intel Knights Corner 7120P coprocessors. The KNC cards are hosted by a dual socket

Intel Sandy Bridge E5− 2670 CPU of 8 hardware cores each (in total 16 cores), and

both sockets share a 65 GB main memory. For the multi-core experiments, on the

other hand, we use a Linux server that has a dual socket Intel Haswell E5− 2699V3

CPU of 18 cores each (in total 36 cores), and both sockets share a 264 GB main

memory.

For the large-scale experiments, we use Shaheen supercomputer (Cray XC40) at

KAUST, which was ranked 7th on the Top500 list, which it entered for the first time

in July 2015, and 32nd on the November 2018 list, the most recent available at the

time of submission of this dissertation. The system consists of 6,174 compute nodes,

each of which is equipped with a dual socket Intel Haswell E5 − 2698V3 CPU of 16

cores (in total 32 cores per node), and both sockets share a 128 GB main memory.

The whole system consists of 196,608 compute cores, and the entire memory system

consists of 786 TB. Compute nodes are connected by the Cray Aries interconnect

with dragonfly topology, with a maximum of 3 hops for a message between any pair

of nodes. Theoretically, Shaheen has a peak performance of 7.2 PetaFlop/s.

4.4.2 Software Stacks

We use the Intel ICC compiler (Intel C/C++ v16.0.1) and version 3.5.1 of the Intel

Manycore Platform Software Stack (MPSS). We use PETSc version 3.7 built on top

of Intel MPI library version 5.1.2 and Intel Math Kernel Library (Intel MKL) Version

11.3.2. For partitioning vertices, we use version 5.1.0 of the METIS partitioner and

ParMETIS version 4.0 [97, 98].

For the executions on Shaheen II, we use the default version of the Cray software

stacks: Cray C compiler, Cray PETSc library, Cray BLAS and LAPACK (i.e., Cray

LibSci), and Cray MPI library (Cray MPICH).

For reproducibility, we give the PETSc settings of ΨNKS algorithmic framework
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as follows:

• Scalable Nonlinear Equations Solvers (SNES) component: Backtracking (bt) New-

ton Line Search (SNESLineSearch)

• Maximum number of SNES iterations per pseudo-timestep: 1

• Scalable linear equations solvers (KSP) component: GMRES with 30 restart size

• Maximum number of KSP iterations per Newton step: 60

• Preconditioner (PC) components:

– Restricted Additive Schwarz, with one subdomain block per process and cell

overlap of 1

– Subdomain solve settings are:

∗ Sub KSP solve is Preonly (apply only the preconditioner)

∗ Sub PC type is “out-of-place” incomplete LU factorization with one level

of fill (ILU(1))

The initial Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition (CFL) value for pseudo-timestep

(ψtc) is set to 50.0, with the maximum CFL value (effectively steady-state) set to

1.0e+05. The pseudo-timestep grows adaptively according to a power law function

of residual reduction [41]. In particular, the timestep evolves from the initial CFL,

which is set to 50.0, towards 1.0e+05 according to the Switched Evolution-Relaxation

(SER) heuristic [168].

FUN3D’s artificial compressibility parameter (β) is set to 15.0, and the angle of

attack parameter (α) of the ONERA M6 wing is the standard 3.0 degrees with Mach

number 0.84.
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4.4.3 Input Data Sets

The main objective of this work is to study and address the challenges of unstructured

mesh computations running on Intel Knights Corner architecture. Thus, we use

a small ONERA M6 wing mesh that consists of 22,677 mesh vertices (22,677 × 4

= 90,708 DoF) and 146,384 edges (for convention, we call it: Mesh-B) across all

programming paradigm and affinity options. A small mesh guarantees the spatial

and temporal locality of the data elements.

To further understand the performance of the Knights Corner implementation of

PETSc-FUN3D, we have also used a finer mesh on a single node. This finer mesh

consists of 357,900 mesh vertices (357,900 × 4 =1,431,600 DoF) and 2,438,109 edges

(for convention, we call it: Mesh-C).

For large-scale experiments on Shaheen, we use a yet finer mesh generated for the

same geometry that consists of 2,761,774 mesh vertices (2,761,774 × 4 =11,047,096

DoF) and 18, 945, 809 edges (for convention, we call it: Mesh-D).

We do not further address yet larger problem sizes on KNC, except to mention

that FUN3D has no intrinsic limits on mesh refinement in weak distributed-memory

scaling, unless the linear iterations become impractically ill-conditioned, or until in-

teger limitations are reached for labeling entities, or the resolving power of floating

point precision is reached for tiny mesh cell dimensions.

4.5 Performance Results and Analysis

We start with a baseline execution against which our fine-tuning efforts for shared-

memory parallelization of the flux kernel can be compared. We develop two models

based on the “out-of-the-box” baseline execution; one for the offload mode and the

other one for the native mode. The baseline models use the original incompressible

PETSc-FUN3D code [41, 95], which employs METIS to partition the subdomain

among the OpenMP threads. In addition, since PETSc-FUN3D is a legacy code,
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which is compatible only with the older versions of PETSc framework, we first port

the baseline code into then the latest version of PETSc framework, by updating

several calls of PETSc routines and distributed data structures.

4.5.1 Offload Baseline Model

In this baseline model, the flux kernel is offloaded onto the Intel MIC chip as a

coprocessor. At each kernel call, the auxiliary, primary, gradient, and solution vector

data structures are copied from the host to the device; whereas the residual vector

data structure is copied back from the device memory to the host to keep both

memories up-to-date. Figure 4.3 shows the offload baseline strong scalability study

of the flux kernel running on the KNC with different thread affinities.
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Figure 4.3: Baseline model – Strong thread scaling of the flux kernel of “out-of-the-
box” baseline compilation of PETSc-FUN3D running on the CPU; the flux kernel is
offloaded onto KNC (Mesh-B).
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[Note: In Figure 4.3 and subsequent figures, which manifest KNC strong thread

scaling, with threads along the horizontal axis, the dashed vertical bar demarcates

the range of strong scaling for which new hardware resources may be introduced in

some thread assignment modes, and the range to the right where, in all modes, some

hyper-threading is employed. Essentially, this distinction is important with scatter

and balanced mode, since after 60 hardware cores, we start populating every core with

more than one thread per core (i.e., initiate hyper-threading). However, SMT threads

in compact mode are running by default, and thereby a clear distinction between a

hyper-thread and hardware thread is unobservable.]

The initial study compares the running time between different thread placements

with respect to the number of the running threads. The running time of the flux kernel

decreases monotonically with the number of OpenMP threads, with scatter affinity

mildly superior at intermediate numbers of threads. Also, the balanced affinity type

has roughly the same runtime as the compact mode.

As mentioned earlier, scatter mode causes each core to consume power while the

resources of each core, from L1 cache to the registers, are exploited by a single thread.

For 120 and 240 threads, the execution time is almost the same with the three affinity

modes. This is due to the number of running threads being greater than the number

of cores. As a result, the advantage of exploiting cores through scatter mode vanishes.

One of the downsides of using the offload mode for the MIC as a coprocessor, or

any other accelerator hardware, is the overhead of the data transmission between the

host (CPU) memory and the device (coprocessor) memory. The link (PCIe bus) band-

width limitations5 may drastically limit the performance of the application. The data

movement in such system can be the “make-or-break” feature of the implementation.

We tune the data transmission techniques as follows.

The data structure that is used to store the auxiliary and primary fields is allocated

5 In our experimental system, two PCIe v2.0 connect each MIC chip with the CPU, each of which
has 5 GT/s transmission speed.
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and transferred from the CPU memory to the MIC memory before the execution of

the solver. These data structures are stored and retained in the MIC memory during

execution. A once-and-for-all transmission of these data structures saves time that

was earlier consumed in each flux kernel call. The CPU spends on average about 0.5

seconds out of the bulk execution time carrying out this transmission, which includes

initializing the COI [169]. On the other hand, the gradient vector used in flux limiting,

as well as the solution vector, are copied from the CPU memory to the MIC memory

at each flux kernel call. The residual vector is copied from the MIC memory to the

CPU memory. These data structures are updated continuously during execution of

the solver. Our timings capture only the flux evaluation portions. The memories on

both chips must be synchronized by updating them regularly during execution.

4.5.2 Native Baseline Model

This model compiles the original CPU code with “-mmic” flag without any further

modifications on the physics or solver kernels, and runs the whole PETSc-FUN3D

code natively on Intel MIC as an independent Linux compute node. Figure 4.4 shows

the native baseline strong scalability study of the flux kernel running on KNC with

different thread affinities.

Similar to the offload code, the running time of the flux kernel decreases monoton-

ically with the number of OpenMP threads. Also, scatter as well as balanced affinity

type outperform the compact mode with different number of threads except when the

maximum number of threads is launched (i.e., 240 threads).

4.5.3 Performance Results with the Coarse Mesh

Figure 4.5 shows the offload/native mode improvements of the flux kernel compared

to the (best) scatter affinity type of the baseline model. The performance of the three

affinity modes is almost the same, since our optimizations aim to maximize both core
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Figure 4.4: Baseline model – Strong thread scaling of the flux kernel of “out-of-the-
box” baseline compilation of PETSc-FUN3D running natively on KNC (Mesh-B).

as well as cache utilizations. The offload mode results present about a 3.8x speedup

with a single thread and a large number of threads relative to the baseline, whereas

the native mode results present about a 5x speedup relative to the baseline.

To further demonstrate the data transmission overhead, Figure 4.6 shows about

a 1.8x speedup in the performance of the baseline native mode for asymptotic num-

bers of threads compared to the baseline offload mode, whereas it shows about 1.4x

speedup in the performance of the fine-tuned native mode for a single thread com-

pared to the fine-tuned offload mode. Also, it shows 2.5x, 3.5x, and 4.7x speedup in

the performance for 60, 120 and 240 threads respectively.

To investigate the feasibility of using METIS rather than other partitioning tech-

niques, Figure 4.7 shows the performance of three modes of partitioning vertices

between OpenMP threads demonstrated in [95, 96], here running natively on Knights
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Figure 4.5: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel running
on KNC compared to the the baseline model (Mesh-B).
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Figure 4.6: Strong thread scaling of the offload execution of the flux kernel compared
to the native execution (Mesh-B).

Corner. It is clear that METIS considerably outperforms and scales well with increas-

ing number of cores compared to others. The upturn of the redundant work timings

for more then eight cores was not observed with the small core counts of [95], and

this approach is not advocated in the many-core regime.

4.5.4 Performance Results with the Fine Mesh

Figure 4.8 shows a scalability study of running the shared-memory optimized version

of PETSc-FUN3D with a more highly resolved mesh (Mesh-C) on the MIC using
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Figure 4.7: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel running
on Xeon Phi (Native Mode) parallelized using three different strategies for assignment
of vertices to threads (Mesh-B).

native and offload mode. We observe that our optimized version of PETSc-FUN3D

still scales well with increasing number of threads even with larger problem sizes as

long as they fit into KNC memory.

4.5.5 Comparison of Optimized KNC Performance to CPU

Performance

In Figure 4.9, the best Knights Corner performance, when we execute 240 thread

contexts natively on MIC, surpasses a single core of the Sandy Bridge by about 8.5x.

However, the Sandy Bridge strong scales well on our test case out to 16 cores at one

thread per core with a speedup of 12.2x out of 16, and thus beats the MIC by a

ratio of 1.4x. In addition, we compare the baseline of the flux kernel running on the
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Figure 4.8: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel running
on Xeon Phi (Native Mode) compared to the offload mode (Mesh-C).

Sandy Bridge with our fine-tuned version, and the results show that the fine-tuning

optimizations that are performed on MIC improve the performance of Sandy Bridge.

This leaves it essentially on par with KNC when both devices are used with the

maximum possible number of threads. Since the Sandy Bridge E5-2670 draws a

nominal 115W, only 38% of that of the Xeon Phi 7120P (Knights Corner), which

draws a nominal 300W, it is preferred for our unstructured CFD problem. However,

multi-core performance saturates the hardware prior to the exhaustion of concurrency

in the application. All architectural trends indicate the importance of porting to

many-core accelerators. This study must be regarded as a preliminary benchmark on

an early version of the many integrated core hardware/software environment.

To investigate the strong scalability of our fine-tuned flux kernel on a Haswell-

based Intel Xeon CPU multi-core CPU architecture, we run the optimized version with
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Figure 4.9: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel running
a Sandy Bridge-based Intel Xeon CPU (Mesh-B).

two different mesh sizes, and we compare the results with Sandy Bridge performance;

see Figure 4.10. These results show that the aggressive optimizations that have been

employed to improve the compute-bound kernel on the Intel Knights Corner also pay

off on multi-core chips.
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Figure 4.10: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel run-
ning on a Sandy Bridge-based Intel Xeon CPU using scatter mode compared to the
scatter mode running on a Haswell-based Intel Xeon CPU.
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4.5.6 Large-scale Strong Scalability Study

As mentioned earlier, the hybrid-programming paradigm (MPI+OpenMP) is a means

for the PDE-based computations to exploit thousands of compute nodes each of which

is connected to a many- or multi-core hardware, as explored previously [50, 41, 95, 96].

Here we reevaluate this claim on our fine-tuned version of the flux kernel of PETSc-

FUN3D by running the code on the KAUST’s Cray XC40 system, Shaheen, with two

different strong scalability studies, with different experimental settings, as follows.

1 MPI Rank × 32 OpenMP Threads: In this study, we launch one MPI rank

for each compute node and 32 OpenMP threads (16 threads for each Haswell socket)

using scatter mode.

2 MPI Ranks × 16 OpenMP Threads: In this study, we launch two MPI

ranks for each compute node (one MPI rank for each Haswell socket), and 16 OpenMP

threads (8 threads for each Haswell socket) using scatter mode.

In the two large-scale studies, the Intel hyper-threading mode is deactivated, so

that we have one hardware thread context is launched by each core, means that every

Haswell core launches one OpenMP thread only. Figure 4.11 shows the results of the

strong scalability of the first and second studies. In addition, Table 4.1 compares

time-to-solution of both experimental settings, 1 MPI rank and 32 OpenMP threads

per node, as well as 2 MPI ranks and 16 OpenMP threads per node, with respect to

the number of hardware cores.

[Note: Each large-scale case is run for 3 rounds, and in every round, we execute

each case 15 times. So, in total, we do 45 runs for each test case. The large-scale

timings reported here in this chapter represent the average runtime for each exper-

iment among the 45 cases. The time-to-solution is representative and reproducible

on average, over possible variations from hardware and job location and scheduling

within the system.]

The large-scale strong scalability results of Shaheen show that the flux kernel still
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Figure 4.11: Strong thread scaling of the fine-tuned PETSc-FUN3D flux kernel run-
ning on Shaheen II supercomputer using scatter mode (Mesh-D).

1 MPI × 32 OpenMP 2 MPI × 16 OpenMP
# of Cores Runtime (Seconds)
512 8.56E+00 7.07E+00
1,024 5.51E+00 3.95E+00
2,048 2.98E+00 2.23E+00
4,096 1.51E+00 1.23E+00
8,192 9.62E-01 5.95E-01
16,384 6.29E-01 3.99E-01
32,768 4.68E-01 3.40E-01
65,536 3.48E-01 2.70E-01
98,304 3.39E-01 2.52E-01

Table 4.1: Time-to-solution comparisons between single MPI rank per node approach
versus two MPI ranks per node approach running on Shaheen II supercomputer
(Mesh-D).

scales well in the distributed-memory systems, with potential of running thousands of

hardware cores simultaneously. [Note: With the increasing number of the launched

nodes, the subdomain on each compute unit gets too small volume-to-surface area

ratio, and thereby the scalability reaches a stagnation point.] For example, in the

largest case, where we launch 98,304 cores of 3,072 compute nodes, each subdomain

consists of at most 900 mesh vertices distributed among each node’s memory, and

a subdomain is further divided among the cores by METIS, which for example, in

the case of 32 threads, each core owns at most 28 mesh vertices locally. The results
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of both configurations show that having two MPI ranks for each socket improves

the performance, which avoids the local communication penalties imposed by the

NUMA architecture. After 32,768 compute cores the scaling stagnates. Modeling this

stagnation from deteriorating computation-to-communication ratio quantitatively is

outside of the scope of this work, which focuses on the strong thread scaling within

a single node.
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Chapter 5

Porting PETSc-FUN3D to Knights Landing

W
ith the emergence Skylake and Knights Landing, new studies of the strong

scalability of PETSc-FUN3D at the node-level are required, addressing in

these new architectural contexts with some new tools the same challenges of extracting

thread- and data-level parallelism in the presence of indirect addressing.

In this chapter, using a complete reimplementation in C/C++ of the Gordon Bell

fork of the FUN3D application that has been extended to shared-memory parallelism

targeting mainly Intel Xeon Phi Knights Corner in Chapter 4, we employ several low-

and high-level algorithmic and architecture-specific code optimizations, getting as far

as Amdahl’s Law permits without yet going inside of the PETSc solver, itself. [Note:

The work of this chapter has been published in IEEE Transactions on Parallel and

Distributed Systems (TPDS), 2018 [170].]

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 briefs the core contributions of the

work discussed herein. In Section 5.2 we analyze the major computational routines

of PETSc-FUN3D from software and performance engineering point of view, and how

they are optimized for many-core hardware via applying several algorithmic/architecture-

specific procedures. Section 5.3 illustrates the mechanisms by which we apply data-

level parallelism to improve the unstructured code on the AVX-512 instruction set

hardware. In Section 5.4 we specify the hardware and software environment and the

design of the experiments, and describes the input data sets, whereas Section 5.5
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reports results in conjunction with performance models.

5.1 Highlights of the Contributions

Key contributions of this work are:

(i) We demonstrate various state-of-the-art shared-memory code optimizations ap-

plied to key unstructured mesh PDE kernels to adapt to many-core architectures

(ii) To utilize the thread-level parallelism, we implement a fine-grained workload

distribution mechanism that performs data partitioning and load balancing

across both the OpenMP threads and the SIMD vector lanes

(iii) We extract the data-level parallelism via hand-written AVX-512 intrinsics to

utilize the SIMD units, and a reordering algorithm to perform a fine-grained

data partitioning within every thread’s data set that promotes conflict-free

subsets within a SIMD lane

(iv) Overall, we achieve, relative to the baseline version, approximately 2.9x im-

provement in the flux kernel, which consumes about half of the original overall

runtime

5.2 PETSc-FUN3D Computational Routines

We provide a scientific software engineering view of the PETSc-FUN3D application

code, and describe underlying HPC aspects and implementation details of the code.

We have completely recoded the original PETSc-FUN3D application routines

while considering several algorithmic- and architecture-specific optimizations, some

of which are inherited from the previously explored shared-memory optimizations

on different computing architectures, including Knights Corner of Chapter 4, and

specifically enhanced for KNL hardware.

From software and performance engineering perspective, the FUN3D application
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has two computational phases that consume the majority of the overall execution

time; refer to Chapter 2 for more details. These phases are: 1) preprocessing and

setup phase, and 2) the callbacks from PETSc’s ψNKS solver. Following subsections

describe these two phases in more detail.

5.2.1 Preprocessing and Setup Phase

In this phase, the code reads an input mesh data file consisting of domain-decomposed

components. The mesh file is a “Big-Endian”1 binary that is physically stored in the

hard disk drive. Its subdomain components are manipulated separately: ordered,

partitioned, and stored in specific segments of the heap memory. In addition, this

phase involves I/O, which is often a costly operation, and relatively more expensive on

a many-core processor. In our implementation, the input mesh file stream is loaded

initially from the hard disk drive to the main memory with a single I/O operation.

Then, low-level parser routines manipulate every mesh component directly from the

main memory, as follows.

Stream Buffer Parsing Phase: We develop a task-based parallel routine using

OpenMP’s task pragmas that takes a range of bytes, based upon the size and data type

of the mesh components, and distributes chunks of equal size in bytes on the running

OpenMP tasks. We use the divide-and-conquer mechanism to ensure equal workload

distribution across the running tasks. In addition, every task walks through their

assigned chunks of buffer, performs a word-by-word swapping to convert the bytes

sequence order from the “Big-Endian” source to “Little-Endian” internal format, and

1 The bytes representation of the primitive data types can be implemented in the Operating
System kernel via two different storage schemes, i.e., “Little-Endian” and “Big-Endian”. The “Little-
Endian” starts from the last byte, whereas the “Big-Endian” starts from the first byte. In other
words, the bytes order of a data type is identified by Endianness of the system, either from left to
right (“Big-Endian”) or vice versa (“Little-Endian”), through which their binary representation of
every byte in the address space is arranged. For example, given the following integer bytes sequence:
01234567. A “Little-Endian” system would store them in the memory in following order: 67452301,
whereas a “Big-Endian” system would store them as: 01234567, giving that every two consecutive
numerals (every two digits) are stored in one memory location, since the integer data type occupies
4 bytes in a 32/64-bit machine [171].
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then places them in their allocated memory buffer. [Note: The word size is based

on the data type: 8 bytes for double and 4 bytes for integer. For the integer data,

we use bswap 32() function available in byteswap.h of GNULib. However, for the

double data we implement a local swapping function.] This phase ensures a fast and

concurrent stream bytes parsing of the input mesh file.

Data Allocation and Reordering Phase: We then carry out a parallel data or-

dering to keep mesh components stored contiguously in the memory. This aims to pre-

serve the spatial and temporal cache locality for the data items that are successively

referenced in time; it is based upon the implementation of [41], which is manifested

in Chapter 4, with minor KNL-specific enhancements. Since this phase is primarily

done through multiple vertex-based loops (see Chapter 2), it is easy and straightfor-

ward to parallelize via OpenMP parallel for loop directives and static scheduling for

the threads.

5.2.2 ψNKS Kernels Phase

As detailed in Chapter 2, PETSc implements the ψNKS parallel implicit algorith-

mic framework, relying on its own linear algebraic kernels and on callbacks to the

application. Callbacks from the PETSc solver to evaluate the residuals of the dis-

crete PDE conservation laws and to perform other algebraic actions consume the

majority of the PETSc-FUN3D runtime. They come at different levels in the nested

loops of preconditioned Krylov iterations inside of Newton iterations inside of implicit

timesteps.

Sparse Linear Algebraic Kernels

As described in Chapter 2, the PETSc library features a Krylov subspace iterative

method, i.e., GMRES, with domain-decomposed, i.e., Additive Schwarz, and subdo-

main, i.e., ILU, preconditioners. [ Note: In our reimplementation of PETSc-FUN3D
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code, we bypass applying the domain-decomposed preconditioner method (i.e., Addi-

tive Schwarz) and directly invoke the Incomplete LU for (sub)domain precondition-

ing. The reason for that is because the contributions presented herein pivot upon

the shared-memory optimizations and tuning neglecting the distributed-memory as-

pects of the original code, since it has been well demonstrated and studied previously

[44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 41, 50, 51, 52, 95, 96, 159]. However, all of our techniques and

mechanisms are evidently applicable in the context of hybrid distributed and shared-

memory settings (some of which have been previously investigated in [96, 159]); refer

to Chapter 4 for more details.] In the scope of the current work, PETSc is a “black-

box”. Profiling reveals the most important kernels to be the factorization that is done

once per preconditioner evaluation and the sparse triangular solves that are performed

in each application of the preconditioner. The concurrency available in these kernels

is rather limited in terms of the shared-memory parallelizations [96]. They consume

approximately 33% of the execution time prior to optimization of the FUN3D kernels.

As an important open-source framework in hundreds of applications spanning dozens

of areas in computational science, the hybrid implementation of PETSc’s linear al-

gebra kernels is beyond the scope of this chapter, but, of course, their performance

benefits without code modification from the orderings discussed here.

Edge-based Loop Kernels

In the overall application, edge-based loop kernels are the key routines, in which

roughly 62% of the entire runtime is spent, prior to optimization; details are relegated

to Chapter 2. These kernels perform local stencil evaluations to calculate the residual

vector, construct the preconditioner for the Jacobian, and form the Jacobian-vector

product for the Newton-Krylov solver. (Note that the exact Jacobian is never formed,

just its preconditioner, in which shortcuts are taken so that it occupies less memory

and requires fewer flops to apply [41].) In the context of the software, edge-based
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loop kernels dominate in four different routines:

1. Flux evaluation

2. Gradient evaluation

3. Preconditioner construction

4. Pseudo-time step calculation for each mesh cell

Since the flux evaluation routine is a compute-intensive kernel, which, as men-

tioned before, consumes in excess of 45% of the overall execution time, it is the

cardinal focus of our optimizations and scaling work.

Spatial and Temporal Locality of Reference: To alleviate the poor cache lo-

cality of reference of the indirect addressing, we systematically arrange the endpoints

of the edges in a sequence ordered ascendingly. This enhances the access patterns

of the auxiliary (velocity components in the three Cartesian directions (u, v, w) and

the pressure (p)) and geometry data structures, which leverages the deep memory

hierarchies. The ordering is carried out via an OpenMP task-based parallel merge-

sort algorithm that performs recursive pointer swapping to build an index array. The

index array is then utilized via an OpenMP parallel vertex-based loop to sort the

left endpoints of the edges in increasing order. Then, the right endpoints and the

edges’ normals are accordingly sorted, so that the edges index table, which contains

the edges’ components data (i.e., endpoints and normals), is later traversed with one

iterator pointer that is sequentially incremented. Hence, a kernel loop that iterates

over the stencil data items is essentially transformed from a loop over the edges into

a loop over the vertices [41], in which the iterative traversing is linearly based upon

the left endpoints. For instance, in Figure 5.1, the leaf pointer node (n0) contains

the sorted left endpoints of the edges (e.g., 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, 1, 1 . . . , . . . ). According to

the sequence order of n0, we sort the right endpoint of every edge (n1) as well as

the edge’s normals (x, y, z, ln) of both endpoints. As such, at every cache line

fetch/prefetch, the successive data items in the vector registers are reused multiple
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times before the cache line is disposed. Thus, the spatial and temporal locality of

reference of the data items brought into the different cache levels are maximized. We

increase the computations to the peak by performing significant time step updates

to a single vertex before evicting the data to main memory. Consequently, once the

data are evicted, they are less likely to be used again, which efficiently exploits the

recently visited vertices without overruling the naturally enforced data dependencies.

For example, a typical cache line of a 512-bit SIMD unit contains 16 edge indices.

For simplicity, assume a cache line holds 16 elements of index 0’s. Another cache line

would have the 16 elements of the right endpoint indices associated with the index 0.

the third and fourth cache lines will have 8 elements of the left and right endpoints

normals, respectively2. Since index 0 is already present in the cache with all of its

associated items, we process the vertex and its neighbors first before it gets discarded.

Although we can only process 8 elements at a time, the other 8 elements are kept

closely spaced in the L1 and L2 caches (using SIMD prefetching instructions) for

faster read. However, a downside of our approach is that the data items of n1 and its

normals will be refetched several times as needed based upon the cache replacement

policy. Nevertheless, this can be almost negligible, since the kernels parse the sten-

cil data items based on the left endpoints and their neighboring vertices. Likewise,

the degrees-of-freedom of every vertex are gathered contiguously in the memory, so

that parsing the stencil working set based on the neighboring vertices is maintainable

within the cache line boundaries. Since they are placed contiguously in the memory,

we can exploit the strided gather/scatter instructions [172], on which we essentially

lean to support vectorizing the kernels.

Geometric Data Layout: To mitigate the cost of the indirect addressing from

unstructured meshing, geometric information is stored in multiple Struct-of-Arrays

data structures. The multiple nested C structs layout forms a tree structure with leaf

2 The normals data are stored using double primitive data type, and all the kernels computations
are carried out in double precision.
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Figure 5.1: Edges data structure tree.

nodes of multiple C pointers that point to different contiguous chucks of the heap

memory (see Figure 5.1). Hence, geometric information is maintained in multiple

cache lines, each of which is aligned to a 64 byte boundary so that at every cache

line load, the required data being processed are close to the CPU. This layout that

mimics the tree structure is vital for code vectorization, especially when we manu-

ally hardcode the vector instructions via handwritten intrinsics. Nevertheless, this

technique introduces pointer-chasing, in the presence of referencing/dereferencing a

memory location, which can be an optimization bottleneck. To overcome this issue,

we pass only the pointers at the leaf nodes of the tree to the computational kernels, so

that within the loop iterations, we directly reference the address of memory locations

without manipulating pointer arithmetic.

Residual and Gradient Data Layout: We implement a variant of the hy-

brid/tiled Array-of-Structs (Array-of-Structs-of-Arrays (AoSoA)) [173, 153, 174] data

structure layout to store the residual and gradient vectors. For simplicity, we call it

Array-of-Structs-of-Strided-Arrays memory layout, in which the struct’s arrays are
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tiled (see Figure 5.2). The tile size is equal to the number of the state variables (i.e.,

4 DoF per mesh vertex). The gradient vector has 2 sets per cache line for every coor-

dinate (i.e., for x, y, and z coordinates, so we have in total of 3 cache lines, 6 sets, and

24 elements). This layout is important for loop unrolling, by which the instructions

that control the loops are minimized [175]. It also reduces the amount of pointer

arithmetic performed per loop iteration to jump from one consecutive memory chunk

to another [91]. Furthermore, at every loop iteration, a contiguous set of data within

a coordinate are fetched into multiple SIMD lanes. The Array-of-Structs-of-Strided-

Arrays layout can be vectorized straightforwardly with hand-written intrinsics via is-

suing multiple strided gather/scatter vector instructions [172]. Furthermore, PETSc

routines well exploit our data structures tiling, padding, and striding that are im-

plemented herein to construct the right-hand side preconditioner sparse matrix (i.e.,

Jacobian matrix) [176]. We thereby use MatCreateBAIJ routine of PETSc to create

a “structural blocking” Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) matrix with the block size

equal to the tile size [41], through which the linear algebra operations of PETSc are

highly optimized.

struct {
X: u v w p ......... u v w p

(A) Y: u v w p ......... u v w p
Z: u v w p ......... u v w p

} Gradient;

struct {
(B) Q: u v w p ......... u v w p

} Residual;

Figure 5.2: Gradient and residual vectors data structure.

Edge Workload Distribution and Load Balancing: To partition the edges

across the running threads, we use METIS, since it delivers the best performance

compares to other strategies (see Chapter 4). METIS searches for an adequate load

balance across the OpenMP threads, by which it aims to minimize the aggregate cross
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edges’ weight (i.e., reduce the edge-cut). To apply METIS, we build a routine that

extracts a sparse graph connectivity representation of the mesh. We then reorder the

vertices using a variant of the breadth-first traversal algorithm that is commonly used

to reduce the fill-in of the sparsity pattern in matrix factorization (i.e., RCM). [Note:

The RCM implementation of Chapter 4 is inherited herein with KNL-oriented modi-

fications. In particular, we restrict the ordering according to the memory subsystem

of the chip, following its hierarchy. This is important to maximize the locality of ref-

erence across the different compute units of KNL. In addition, on Skylake, we follow

the same approach as KNL, except that the ordering considers the LLC exclusive to

the core, and the hyper-thread shares that cache only. Of course, this is not always

a perfect approach, since it has some drawbacks as discussed in the upcoming Per-

formance Results and Analysis section (Section 5.5), but it boosts the performance

up to certain limits.] The constructed sparse graph representation is used by the

multilevel k-way partitioning scheme for irregular graphs of METIS [177] to divide

the workload uniformly across the threads. In particular, METIS generates almost

equal partitioning for the nodes between the OpenMP threads. Afterwards, we use

the generated partitioning to equidistribute the edges and their associated workload

across the threads. In addition, this distribution conserves thread safety without the

need of atomic operations by using work replication. Furthermore, the overhead of the

threading runtime system in scheduling threads to execute is abstracted, so that the

need for work-stealing or any other scheduling strategy is taken away. For instance, if

two threads share an edge, the work per edge is replicated for the both threads. This

results in redundant computations performed by the two threads. Nevertheless, only

the thread that owns the endpoint is allowed to write-back to the shared buffer [178];

in the context of our code development, we call that thread the “master” thread. The

METIS strategy of redundancy in computations purges the overheads of using global

synchronizing barrier between the working threads, since every thread works with its
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private buffer. It maximizes the throughput by launching and exploiting as many

threads as the hardware permit. Thus, each thread works asynchronously with only

a local synchronization barrier imposed by a conditional statement to orchestrate the

SIMD computations and the shared write-back operations. In the vectorized code,

the conditional statement is replaced with bitwise masking operations to eliminate

branches. To mitigate the overhead of mesh partitioning and load balancing phases,

which include invoking METIS partitioner, we leverage thread-level parallelism when-

ever it is possible relying on both OpenMP tasks as well as OpenMP parallel for loop.

Similarly, we exploit the OpenMP version of METIS (i.e., MT-METIS). Thereby, our

largest mesh experimental results demonstrate that the contribution of these steps

to the bulk of the execution time becomes negligible, as manifested in the Perfor-

mance Results and Analysis section (Section 5.5). With the thread partitioning using

METIS, a skeleton of an edge-based loop code is shown in Listing 5.1, which extends

the code Algorithm 2.1.

1 #pragma omp parallel

2 {

3 const uint32_t t = omp_get_thread_num();

4 for(uint32_t i = ie[t]; i < ie[t+1]; i++) // The edge-based loop

5 {

6 /*

7 1) Load data from the address space (directly and indirectly addressed)

8 2) Compute: perform double precision arithmetics

9 */

10 if(parts[n0[i]] == t) // Left endpoint

11 {

12 /*

13 Write-back into v[n0[i]]

14 */

15 }

16 if(parts[n1[i]] == t) // Right endpoint

17 {

18 /*

19 Write-back into v[n1[i]]

20 */

21 }

22 }

23 }

Listing 5.1: A code skeleton of an edge-based loop.
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Explicit Memory Management: To utilize the MCDRAM of the KNL, we

develop a low-level heap allocator routine on top of the Intel memkind heap manager

library [179] and jemalloc library [180] to allocate the address space. In particu-

lar, we rely on hbw posix memalign psize() function of the hbwmalloc API with

64 byte memory alignment (size of a KNL cache line), and a page size of 4 KB

(HBW PAGESIZE 4KB). We keep a variable for the alignment parameter, so that we can

alternately vary the memory alignment to a specific boundary of one (64 byte), two

(128 byte), and four (256 byte) cache lines, depending upon the requirements of the

data structures. We further focus on improving the structure padding to eliminate

false sharing across threads operating on a cache line [181].

Simplifications of the Gradient Kernel: We further investigate the gradient

kernel for plausible performance advancements. We find that part of the kernel’s

arithmetic computations can be precomputed once before the kernel execution, and

stored the results in the memory. Hence, we reformulate some of the kernel’s in-

structions so that we compute once, and rely on fetching them from the memory.

We minimize the indirect addressing of the kernel by replicating the precomputed

arithmetic in the memory for every edge. Of course, this results in extra storage

requirements (i.e., almost 1 GB extra). However, we in turn reduce the number of

the gather instructions that are performed by the kernel from 70 to 50 instructions

per loop iteration, and we replace them with an extra 6 load instructions.

Thread Partitioning of the Boundary Solid Faces: Computations enforcing

boundary conditions require iterating over the mesh boundaries. Typically these

computations are not very expensive compared to the loops over interior edges, which

are part of complex conservation laws. Nevertheless, to improve the overall timing,

we use a variant of the edge coloring algorithm to distribute the triangular faces

across the threads. Therefore, every thread can safely compute on their workload

within a color, without explicit need for locking mechanisms. The edge coloring
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algorithm implemented is a modification of Algorithm 5.1, explained and described

in Section 5.3, which is used for data-level parallelism. The key difference between

the two implementations is that we color three vertices that form a triangular face,

instead of two. Furthermore, we do a parallel prefix sum after the coloring to assign

the start/end working set indices for every color a thread can operate on. With the

thread partitioning using edge (face) coloring, a skeleton of the code that loops over

the boundaries is shown in Listing 5.2.

1 for(uint32_t i = 0; i < ncolors; i++) // The colored triangular faces loop

2 {

3 const uint32_t t = omp_get_thread_num();

4 #pragma omp parallel for

5 for(uint32_t j = ifc[i]; j < ifc[i+1]; j++) // The faces of a color loop

6 {

7 /*

8 1) Load data from the address space (directly and indirectly addressed)

9 2) Compute: perform double precision arithmetics

10 */

11 /*

12 Write-back into: v[fn0[j]], v[fn1[j]] and v[fn2[j]]

13 */

14 }

15 }

Listing 5.2: A code skeleton of a loop over the boundaries.

5.3 Data-level Parallelism

Mainstream x86 CPUs feature instruction set for SIMD operations on multiple vec-

torized data sets. In order to exploit these operations, the code has to be vectorization

friendly, which may require data layout modifications. Even though relying on the

compiler’s auto-vectorization to maintain code portability can save coding efforts,

the compiler could fail to extract the vector code for some applications. The primary

cause for this failure is the ambiguity of “assumed” data dependencies and conflicts

within a prefetched SIMD lane. Some codes may require extreme efforts of assembly-

like, low-level programming beyond data structure transformations or data access

reformulations.
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In the context of PETSc-FUN3D, the Intel compiler successfully auto-vectorizes

most of the kernels (via #pragma simd) as a consequence of our low-level code op-

timizations and tuning. However, it fails to vectorize the most compute intensive

kernels: the flux and gradient kernels. Due to irregular data access, which causes

indirect memory addressing to reference the address space, the compiler struggles to

generate conflict-free vector instructions. In addition, these kernels, especially the

flux kernel, perform a large number of floating point operations within a single loop

iterations. Since the flux kernel consumes more than 45% of the total execution time,

leaving it unvectorized is unacceptable. Hence, our major efforts are devoted first to

restructuring the kernels, and then developing hand-written vector codes via utilizing

the AVX-512 intrinsics of KNL and Skylake ISA [81].

5.3.1 Vectorizing Edge-based Loop Kernels

Consecutive edge components are fetched via vector load instructions, whereas the

indirectly addressed data are loaded via gather instructions (i.e., VGATHERDPD). The

write operations, on the other hand, are all performed via utilizing the scatter in-

structions (i.e., VSCATTERDPD). Nearly all of the arithmetic operations are clubbed in

such a way that every add/subtract and multiply pair is fused together in a single

instruction. Hence, some of the kernel’s mathematical calculations are restructured

and reformulated so that they become Fused Multiply-Add (FMA)-friendly to uti-

lize VFMADD, VFMSUB, VFNMSUB, and VFNMADD AVX-512 instructions. Furthermore,

the control-flow (comparison/branching) operations are transformed into data-flow

through exploiting the masking instructions to use the available vector mask registers

for conditional evaluations. To utilize the transcendental hardware support of KNL,

all of the square root and division operations are converted into reciprocal operations

(i.e., VRSQRTXXPD, VRCPXXPD), through which we mitigate the cost of performing these

operations. For example, to avoid an explicit square root instruction, we convert
√
x
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to: mm512 mul pd( mm512 rsqrtXX pd(x),x). Also, to avoid an explicit division

instruction, we convert c
x

to: mm512 mul pd( mm512 rcpXX pd(x),c).

Our data reordering for cache efficiency assists in the utilization of the AVX-

512 prefetching instructions, since the next referenced data are successively stored

in memory. At the very beginning of every loop iteration, we perform a number of

software gather prefetching instructions (i.e., VGATHERPF1DPD) to fetch the next SIMD

lane, before its data are needed, which helps to populate the L2/L1 caches. The

prefetching gather instructions of KNL minimize the effects of indirect addressing

bottlenecks [172]. For example, the next working set of the indices are prefetched

alongside the current working set, since at every iteration we populate 16 unsigned

int vector lanes per VPU. However, we proceed with only 8 lanes per VPU, since

the arithmetic computations are done in double precision, which is at most 8 double

vector lanes per VPU.

The update (write-back) operations, on the other hand, are implemented via con-

flict detection instructions of AVX-512. Figure 5.3 (A) shows an index array that is

free of conflicts, where an update operation can be safely performed within a SIMD

lane. However, Figure 5.3 (B) presents an array with three groups of dependent in-

dices. Hence, the indirect addressing updates that rely upon such an index array

would overwrite the results of the three indices. This is a form of data hazard that

effectively results in race conditions within a SIMD lane.

To resolve the data hazards conflicts via the AVX-512 intrinsics, the update op-

erations are issued several times on the distinct indices only. We, in particular, rely

upon multiple swizzle instructions to carry out data replication through broadcast

operation. In other words, the swizzle instructions permute the data elements of

the source operands, before the arithmetic calculations. They therefore clone the

input data elements to create “multiplexed data patterns” that are used as sources

for the arithmetic operations. In addition, to avoid modifying the original source
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(B) Array with conflicts

Figure 5.3: An illustration of conflict detection.

operands, the “multiplexed data patterns” are generated via temporary values that

are discarded when the operations are completed [182]. Furthermore, we construct

two different write masks, one is based on the thread ID and the endpoint owned

by the thread, and the other one is based on the conflicted indices. Thus, initially

the write-back loop uses the first mask to perform the conflict detection operations,

after which the second mask is generated. Then, the first mask gets overwritten by

the second mask, while keeping a copy of the first one to be used in the next inner

loop iteration. For instance, in Figure 5.3 (B), there are three write-back operations

that occur on three subsets (red, purple, and black). Thus, instead of performing 8

concurrent updates, we perform three distinct concurrent updates operations. The

worst case scenario is to perform 8 distinct updates, when the SIMD lane data are

completely dependent. However, due to our reordering phase, the occurrence of the

worst case scenario is very rare, and very often the write-back follows the average

case, where it performs almost 2 to 3 distinct updates. The following describes the

steps that we follow herein to perform the write-back operations with the AVX-512

CD instructions. Further, with code vectorization and conflict detection, an edge-

based loop kernel with thread partitioning skeleton is presented in Listing 5.3, which
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extends the codes of both Algorithm 2.1 and Listing 5.1.

1. Generate an initial mask based on the thread ID and node index

2. Scan the SIMD lane to identify the conflicted data

3. Generate a mask that separates a conflict-free data subset

4. Perform a safe gather mask operation (load) to generate registers with contiguous

data items

5. Update the operands with multiple FMA instructions (number of double precision

arithmetics)

6. Perform a safe scatter mask operation (write-back) to sprinkle the updated data

items over the memory addresses based on their indices

7. Perform SIMD boolean operation to “mask out” the already written indices from

the mask (swizzling)

8. Repeat the aforementioned steps again on all of the remaining subsets within the

SIMD lane

1 #pragma omp parallel

2 {

3 const uint32_t t = omp_get_thread_num();

4 const uint32_t l = ie[t+1] - ((ie[t+1] - ie[t]) % 8);

5 for(uint32_t i = ie[t]; i < l; i += 8)

6 { // The edge-based loop

7 /*

8 Within a SIMD lane (set double precision data items (8 items))

9 1) Load data from the address space (directly and indirectly addressed)

10 2) Compute: perform double precision arithmetics

11 */

12

13 /* The Write-back most inner loop */

14 _mm512_castsi256_si512(/*...*/);

15 _mm512_cmpeq_epi32_mask(/*...*/);

16 do {

17 _mm512_mask_conflict_epi32(/*...*/);

18 _mm512_broadcastmw_epi32(/*...*/);

19 _mm512_mask_testn_epi32_mask(/*...*/);

20 /*

21 Gather, compute, and scatter

22 */

23 _mm512_kxor(/*...*/);

24 } while(/*...*/);

25 }
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26 /* Peel and remainder loop */

27 for(uint32_t i = l; i < ie[t+1]; i++)

28 { // The edge-based loop

29 /*

30 1) Load data from the address space (directly and indirectly addressed)

31 2) Compute: perform double precision arithmetics

32 */

33 if(parts[n0[i]] == t)

34 {

35 /*

36 Write-back into v[n0[i]]

37 */

38 }

39 if(parts[n1[i]] == t)

40 {

41 /*

42 Write-back into v[n1[i]]

43 */

44 } } }

Listing 5.3: A skeleton of a vectorized edge-based loop.

5.3.2 Fine-grained Data Partitioning

As mentioned before, in the preprocessing step the edge data are sorted in increasing

order to improve the cache locality of reference. In addition, a thread-level parti-

tioning is performed to break down the edges workload across the running threads.

This is a form of fine-grained parallelism within the shared-memory context that

facilitates the load balancing. However, for the purpose of clarification, we refer

to this partitioning as a coarse-grained level of parallelism, standard in MPI-based

distributed-memory parallelism. We refer herein to the data-level partitioning within

the SIMD unit as fine-grained parallelism, which is restricted to the size of the SIMD

unit of the hardware.

To improve the vectorization efficiency and increase the size of the independent

data subset within a SIMD lane, we further reorder the edge data. To perform the

reordering, we develop a bucket sorting routine based on a variant of the edge coloring

algorithm that extracts independent subsets of the edges. The bucket sort method

employs a partial coloring [183, 184], in which it orders the edges heuristically so that
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the indirect increments of the endpoints indices form subsets of maximum conflict-free

edges. Further, the CD instructions of KNL handle the possible occasional conflicts,

which should be very minimal. In addition, the reordering aims to procure large

subsets of independent data to prune the overhead of the innermost CD loop. Every

thread re-sorts its workload by assigning every 8 distinct edges to a single color. The

resorting could potentially disrupt the initial ordering for cache spatial and temporal

locality of reference efficiency. However, we purposely restrict the sorting to extract

only a bucket of at most 8 independent edges within a color. Then, we further

sort the edges within a bucket in an ascending order so that processing the edges’

bucket exploits the locality of reference inside a SIMD lane. This resorting is different

than the initial sorting in that it assigns the two endpoints of every edge to the

same color. Hence, we assure that the write-back operations can safely be performed

within a color with minimal conflicts. Of course, this causes an issue of finding large

subsets with maximum size of independent data. However, as presented later in the

results, this resorting is technically a finer-grained partitioning within the thread-level

partitioning, so it is expected to become more valuable as we increase the problem

size. Algorithm 5.1 shows a pseudo code for our implementation of the edge coloring

sorting scheme. Every thread loops over its assigned edges and colors at most 8 edges

(16 endpoints) with the same color. Within every color, we adjust the edges data

next to each other in the data structure to ensure consecutive sequential access, and

to preserve the memory references closely spaced.

Since every thread maintains its own private working buffer, the memory can be

overfilled; especially when we launch an immense number of working threads (e.g.,

288 threads in a 72-core KNL). Thus, to keep track of the color assignments of every

endpoint, we use a bitmap data structure that performs bitwise operations for every

color assignment. Using a bitmap has a great advantage in terms of the memory

usage footprint. In addition, performing bitwise operations are significantly faster in
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Algorithm 5.1 Bucket sort based on edge coloring algorithm.

1: Create an nedges per color array to track the colors
2: Create a bitmap to track the endpoints coloring scheme
3: for c← 0, k ← 0, i← 0 to nndges do
4: Clear all of the bitmap bits
5: for j ← i to nndges do
6: Read n0[j], n1[j] bits from the bitmap → b0, b1
7: if b0 ∨ b1 is TRUE then
8: CONTINUE
9: end if

10: if nedges per color[c] = 8 then
11: BREAK
12: end if
13: Set n0[j], n1[j] bits in bitmap
14: Swap edge data from index j to k and vice versa
15: Increment k and nedges per color[c] by 1
16: end for
17: Increment c by 1
18: i ← k
19: end for

comparison to other operations. Every bit of the bitmap represents a mesh vertex

index to trace the coloring scheme of the edges endpoints (see Figure 5.4). Further,

every thread constructs, allocates, and manipulates its own bitmap data structure.

For example, in Figure 5.4, we have two SIMD registers that track 8 edges (i.e.,

in total 16 endpoints). At every loop iteration, a thread would construct a bitmap

bucket that points to the distinct edges indices within the SIMD registers (i.e., line

16 of Algorithm 5.1). To construct the bitmap, we set the bits value (from 0 to 1)

based on every vertex index. For instance, bitmap bucket 1 of Figure 5.4 contains

the edges with the green color (i.e., vertices: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), which means these

edges are completely independent and conflict-free within the two SIMD lanes. As

such, they can be safety processed in parallel. Next, the already colored indices (e.g.,

green color) will be masked out in the next iterations, and the algorithm will color the

next working set (i.e., bucket 2 (red color), bucket 3 (blue color), and finally, bucket

4 (black color)). The bitwise operations herein are low-level implementations of the
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bitwise set, clear, and logical OR (for comparison), which endorse fast and accurate

execution of the algorithm.

Edges Bitmap
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 1
1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 Bucket 1
2 0 3
3 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 Bucket 2
4 1 2
5 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 Bucket 3
6 2 3
7 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bucket 4

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the bucket sort based on edge coloring algorithm.

The kernels, thereafter, fetch every bucket individually within every loop iteration

via load and gather AVX-512 instructions [172]. Furthermore, during the write-back

operations, the kernels can safely assume the absence of race condition within the

SIMD lane. Nonetheless, in case of fetching a bucket where the extracted elements

has subsets with less than 8 independent edges, the AVX-512 CD instructions is

utilized to deal with that behavior similarly as it is expressed earlier.

5.4 Experimental Setup

We use several state-of-the-practice scientific performance engineering methodologies

to overcome any possible performance variations caused by the hardware [185]. [Note:

In the original PETSc-FUN3D code, the ψNKS phase is executed twice [41, 45, 50, 95,

96, 159]. The first one is a brief execution that performs a single pseudo time step with

one nonlinear iteration to page in the data and warm up the memory hierarchy. The

aim of the authors was to concentrate on the best possible performance of a typical

timestep. However, in our implementation of the code, we purge the brief execution

step, and invoke the kernels directly to report the most representative performance

measurements irrespective of the hardware states and conditions.]
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We use the compiler-specific implementation of the RDSTC time stamp counter

instruction ( rdtsc()) to measure the execution time. RDSTC returns the number

of the clock cycles spent by the CPU. To convert the cycles to seconds, we divide that

number by the CPU clock frequency. For precise CPU frequency measurement, we

use both the MKL-specific implementation: (mkl get clocks frequency()), and we

implement our own function that estimates the frequency of the CPU. In addition, to

verify our timing calculations, we use the wall clock time function of both POSIX API

implementation and of the OpenMP implementation. To read the hardware perfor-

mance counters for the memory bandwidth utilization, we develop a low-level interface

customized to KNL, which exploits the POSIX performance monitoring API [120].

We, in particular, report the MC (DDR)/EDC (MCDRAM) Read Pending Queue

(RPQ) and Write Pending Queue (WPQ) inserts from the Performance Monitoring

Unit (PMU) registers [186]. Furthermore, to measure the power consumption on

KNL, we develop a low-level Linux interface that uses the Linux PERF tool to ac-

cess Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) hardware counters. The power

in watt is calculated through dividing the large number of snapshots of the energy

consumption measured in Joule by the average execution time in seconds.

The reported runtime results are summarized using the arithmetic mean across

multiple independent runs that form the sample space. However, reported memory

bandwidth and floating point rates are summarized using the harmonic mean of the

arithmetic mean of the absolute counts across multiple independent runs [185]. Unless

otherwise reported, we average more than 20 runs for every experiment, and before

every run, the source code is recompiled, and the memory and cache are completely

flushed. An error bar is drawn to show the +/- standard deviation of the mean for

each experimental sample.
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5.4.1 Platforms Used for Experiments

The architecture specifications and configurations are detailed in Chapter 2.

We use 6 different servers, each of which is powered with a different Intel processor

architecture. In particular, Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 of Chapter 2 summarize the

specifications of each chip within every server. We use three different KNL chips,

each of which has a different configuration. Utilizing different KNL dies allows to

experiment over a wide range of different configurations, including the power scaling,

frequency driver, number of cores, and Turbo boost. However, some of the KNL

results are reported for a specific die whenever a particular configuration does not

undergo a significant performance impact, and we focus upon exhibiting more of

breadth test cases.

5.4.2 Software Stacks

The source code is written purely in C. We use PETSc release version 3.8 built on top

of Intel Parallel Studio version 2018 Update 1, which includes Intel C/C++ compiler,

OpenMP, MPI, and Math Kernel Library (MKL). For graph partitioning, we use

METIS version 5.1 and ParMETIS version 4.0. All of the experiments are performed

with the -O3 compiler optimization flag, and we set the OpenMP affinity to scat-

ter: KMP AFFINITY=scatter. In addition, to further ensure the threads pinning and

binding, we use the Linux system call for CPU affinity mask available in sched.h:

sched setaffinity() and sched getaffinity(). So, we hard-code the pinning and

binding of the thread contexts to target a specific quadrant/tile/core on KNL, and

a specific socket/core on CPU. Further, we use numactl tool of Linux to ensure the

memory channels binding and interleaving, in addition to program the heap alloca-

tion considering the hardware topology awareness at the compute node-level, which

leverages NUMA-aware CPU pinning.
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5.4.3 Input Data Sets

The core performance experimentations are carried out on Mesh-D; refer to Chapter 4

and Chapter 2 for more details. In 1999 [50] this was considered to be a large mesh

but it is hosted conveniently today within a single node.

5.5 Performance Results and Analysis

Before performing optimizations on PETSc-FUN3D, we evaluate the potential of cer-

tain selections of the KNL clustering/memory modes. Figure 5.5 shows our optimized

flux routine performance with respect to the choice of the KNL configuration modes.

Our results align with the findings of [86], in which a KNL performance model is

developed to micro-benchmark the implications of varying the clustering/memory

modes. They show nearly negligible influence on performance of cluster and memory

mode combinations, except for SNC-4, where there is a small perceptible degrada-

tion in the runtime. Thus far, SNC modes are experimental modes [10]. Therefore,

application code performance on SNC modes is highly unpredictable and, thereby,

very hard to justify it [86]. Nonetheless, to further ensure that SNC mode specifically

does not have an influence on the performance of our application, we enable SNC on

Skylake [88], and we experiment the code there. The performance of our code is al-

most similar in both cases on Skylake (i.e., SNC enabled/disabled), which essentially

means that SNC mode has not effect on the code performance likewise other modes.

Accordingly, our future experiments are conducted with the default KNL modes (i.e.,

Quadrant/Flat).

In most of our performance experiment figures, we present three different thread

combinations, as follows: 1 thread/core, 2 threads/core, and 4 threads/core (KNL);

1 thread/core and 1 socket, 1 thread/core and 2 sockets, and 2 threads/core and 2

socket (multi-core x86 architectures). In the case of having more than one thread

per core, we aim to compare the performance impact of hyper-threading on a specific
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Figure 5.5: Flux performance with different KNL clustering/memory modes [SNC:
Sub-NUMA Clustering mode; F: Flat mode; C: Cache mode].

optimization3. However, the likelihood of having a significant performance boost out

of hyper-threading is minimal [187], since the threads would compete to gain the

shared core’s resources, as manifested in our upcoming findings. On the other hand,

experimenting with the effect of having the workload reside on a single socket as

opposed to dual-socket leads to very insightful findings that express the behaviors of

NUMA on the performance, and whether our optimizations are NUMA-aware or not.

5.5.1 Performance of the Flux Routine

Figure 5.6 presents the incremental progression of the flux kernel performance from

the baseline to the most optimized code. The baseline code is the FORTRAN 77 code

of [159] running out-of-the-box on KNL. The optimized code, on the other hand, is

our reimplementation of PETSc-FUN3D that is written in C, and enhanced with

several KNL-specific optimizations. “HBW” means that the code explicitly uses our

high-bandwidth heap allocator routine to allocate the MCDRAM.

3 The choice of 2 threads/core on KNL is to launch one thread for each VPU; and 4 threads/core is
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Figure 5.6: Flux performance optimizations.

The initial HBW transformation provides only a small improvement compared

to the baseline, whereas using the -xMIC-AVX512 compiler switch4 boosts the per-

formance by a speedup of almost 1.6x. In terms of the scalability, the three code

versions (baseline, optimized, and -xMIC-AVX512) strong thread scale monotonically

with hyper-threading.

In contrast to both the baseline as well as the optimized code, using the MC-

DRAM and data-level parallelism optimization via vectorization with the handwrit-

ten intrinsics advances the performance to almost 2.9x speedup. Further, without

the MCDRAM, the performance speedup drops to 2.5x compared to the baseline.

The gain from the handwritten vectorization, however, is diluted down to almost

1.8x speedup in comparison to the optimized code compiled with the -xMIC-AVX512

switch.

The speedup from vectorization with edges reordered to minimize the data de-

pendencies and conflicts within the SIMD lane has marginal value compared to the

to launch one thread for each VPU and interleave another extra thread to maximize the throughput.
4 -xMIC-AVX512 compiler optimization switch generates Intel AVX-512 instructions for KNL.
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vectorization without reordering. Indeed, it does not significantly improve the per-

formance of the vectorization (i.e., at best from ∼112 to ∼109 seconds on KNL-A).

Nevertheless, it is expected to further elevate the performance when we employ larger

problem sizes, through which we can extract buckets of more independent/conflict-

free subsets of data.

Simultaneous Multithreading: As mentioned above, the hyper-threading im-

pact on the performance is obvious in the cases of baseline, optimized, and -xMIC-AVX512.

In the three cases, the code exhibits similar speedup behaviors, namely about 1.2x

and 1.4x speedup, if we scale from 64 (1 thread/core) to 128 (2 threads/core), and

then to 256 (4 threads/core). This shows that our code optimizations and tuning

purposely preserve the monotonic scaling aspects of the original code. Nevertheless,

when we optimize for data-level parallelism, the overall performance is improved but

not the SMT scalability. In other words, the performance of the data-level parallelism

is improved when we execute two threads per core (middle set of bars), and drops with

four threads per core (right set). The improvement with the two threads is barely

1.1x speedup. Indeed, four threads/core achieve 1.1x speedup compared to 1 thread/-

core, but that achievement fades, and in some cases, it gets even worst in comparison

to 2 threads/core. Even though the SMT performance outcomes are unpredictable,

typical latency-bound kernels would perform very well with SMT. Bandwidth-bound

codes, on the other hand, are faster with a single thread per core. In conclusion, there

is a significant trade-off between:

1. Maximizing a single thread performance, when exclusively reserving the core’s

resources for one thread per core

2. Maximizing a single core throughput, when multiple thread contexts are executed

per core

In our case with data-level parallelism, the vector code explicitly exploits the two

VPUs of KNL, when executing one thread context per VPU (two threads per core).
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It somehow attempts to maximize both a single thread performance with one thread

per VPU, as well as a single core throughput with two threads per core. On the

other hand, with 4 threads per core, the thread scheduler interleaves between every 2

threads for each VPU [10], and thereby at least 2 threads will be executed and 2 are

going to be queued in the thread pool waiting for VPUs to be allocated for concurrent

execution. Therefore, launching 4 threads per core is better than a single thread per

core, which maximizes the work concurrency.

5.5.2 Performance of the Gradient Routine

Our baseline is the work of [159], which is mainly focused upon optimizing the flux

kernel. The gradient kernel is a different matter, as Figure 5.7 shows. Our optimized

code achieves nearly 1.8x speedup compared to the baseline. However, an unexpected

outcome is that the handwritten vectorization of the gradient kernel shows a signif-

icant drop in the performance (i.e., in excess of 50%) compared to the scalar code.

To understand this phenomena, a vectorization analysis of the flux and gradient vec-

tor codes is carried out via the Vectorization Advisor tool of Intel [188]. The next

subsection illustrates the vectorization efficiency analysis of the two kernels. On the

other side, our further optimized code via kernel simplifications achieves nearly 2x

additional speedup compared to the baseline, and it results in almost 1.2x speedup

compared to the initial optimized version.

The performance behaviors of SMT on the gradient kernel are fluctuating. Es-

sentially, SMT does not exhibit considerable performance boosts or scalability as-

pects in most of the cases. In other words, the original baseline code runtime drops

with more threads/core. However, our initially optimized version gains roughly 1.2x

speedup with more threads/core compare to 1 thread/core, and similar speedup is

noticed with -xMIC-AVX512 as well as our further optimized version. Nonetheless, the

data-level parallelism, in particular, strong thread scales monotonically with hyper-
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Figure 5.7: Gradient performance optimizations.

threading (on average 1.5x speedup with more than one threads/core); even though it

does not boost the runtime performance compared to the non-vectorized version, but

rather results in performance degradation. In addition, similar justifications and anal-

ysis of the flux kernel can be applied here, except that the gradient kernel is more of

bandwidth-bound than latency-bound. It, thereby, performs memory references more

than the arithmetic, and hence, single thread/core would perform better.

5.5.3 Vectorization Efficiency of the Edge-based Loop

We consider the best case scenario, where, at every loop iteration, the loaded vector

data is completely independent and conflict-free. We use Intel vectorization analysis

(i.e., Intel Advisor [188]) metric to thoroughly inspect the vectorization performance

of both kernels: flux and gradient. The metric is based upon counting the number

of arithmetic and memory reference instructions, and thereby calculating the latency

and bandwidth costs corresponding to every instruction. However, for the purpose of

having vigorous analysis, we count the read and write instructions manually, and we

rely on the Advisor to compute the latency and bandwidth of every instruction. We
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thereafter confirm our cost calculations with the final numbers reported by the Ad-

visor for correctness. Therefore, accumulating the cost of scalar/vector instructions

builds a representative analytical performance metric for the vectorization efficiency.

In particular, these costs are relative to the instructions latency and bandwidth asso-

ciated with specific operations, and the total number of iterations performed by the

code. On the other hand, the reported speedup is relative to the cost of the scalar

code as a baseline.

The flux routine features on average 6 load, 68 gather, and 8 scatter instructions,

in addition to a copious amount of arithmetic instructions. On the other hand, the

gradient routine performs nearly 2 loads, 70 gathers, and 24 scatter instructions, in

addition to a limited number of the arithmetic instructions. The vector code cost

of the flux kernel is then roughly 414, whereas the scalar code cost is about 1426.

Further, the gradient kernel vector code cost is about 324, whereas the scalar code

cost is roughly 346. Thus, the anticipated potential speedup out of explicitly vector-

izing the flux routine is nearly 3.21 and about 0.99 for the gradient routine, required

by the latency/bandwidth of the vectorized code as opposed to the scalar code. Il-

lustratively, the 0.99 speedup means rather a performance degradation, which what

the aforementioned experiments and results of the gradient kernel are confirming.

However, our code performs conflict detection instructions at every loop iteration, by

which extra scatter/gather/load instructions are additionally executed to resolve the

conflicts. For instance, in the worst case scenario the gradient code performs an extra

8 scatter and 8 gather instructions for each edge’s endpoint (32 in total)), whereas the

flux code executes additional 8 scatter/gather instructions (in total of 16 instructions

for the two endpoints). Therefore, at most, the flux kernel gains nearly 60% of the ex-

pected potential speedup (1.8x) with vectorization and edge reordering. This requires

that we replace the division/square root operations with reciprocal instructions. We

expect that the overall speedup gain would grow as we increase the problem size,
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by which we can extract larger subsets of independent SIMD lanes. Nevertheless,

the gradient kernel gains no speedup out of the explicit data-level parallelism, and

rather results in performance degradation. Furthermore, the kernel features minimal

arithmetic calculations compared to the memory reference instructions. Also, as a

consequence of the indirect addressing overhead, the gradient kernel uses a significant

number of registers, which causes register spilling whenever the register allocator ex-

hausts the available registers, and therefore must swap their values with the memory

[137, 189].

5.5.4 Performance of Explicit Vectorization

Figure 5.8 shows the vectorization performance of the pseudo timestep kernels. We

exhibit two different approaches to vectorize the pseudo timestep kernel:

1. Using the compiler auto-vectorization via: #pragma simd

2. Writing explicit AVX-512 handwritten intrinsics, similar to the flux kernel

As manifested from the figure, the performance of the compiler’s vector code is

nearly the same as employing handwritten intrinsics. This effectively means that the

Intel compiler rather generates optimal vector code for the kernel. Hence, writing an

intrinsics code for a routine, where the compiler successfully manages to vectorize it,

is very often unnecessary [25].

5.5.5 Strong Thread Scalability Study

The culmination of our work is the significant reduction on the percentage of the ex-

ecution time contributions of the edge-based loop kernels, from almost 62% down to

5%. The PETSc routines become the predominant contributors by nearly 94% (from

33%). For further illustration, we reproduce Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2, Section 2.1

in Figure 5.9. In the previous plot, i.e., Figure 2.3, we present the baseline perfor-
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Figure 5.8: Vectorization of the pseudo-timestep kernel.

mance profile of PETSc-FUN3D before optimizations, whereas Figure 5.9 shows the

performance profile of PETSc-FUN3D after optimizations.

In terms of kernel-wise scalability, Figure 5.10 shows strong thread scaling of

the entire PETSc-FUN3D from a single thread to the full number of the available

KNL threads. As the thread count increases, nearly all of the computational kernels

execution times drop significantly, except for the PETSc routines, which are running

sequentially.

Figure 5.11 presents the speedup gains of the optimized kernels relative to their

single-thread executions.

Figure 5.12 shows the measurements of our speedup gain from concurrency com-

pared with the available speedup using Amdahl’s law5[190]. If f is the fraction of

the code that is parallelizable, here 62%, and c is the number of threads, then the

potential speedup can be calculated by Equation 5.1.

Note that Figure 5.12 has a dashed vertical bar that delineates the hyper-threading

5 Amdahl’s law states that the parallel applications are limited by there sequential part(s) of the
code.
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Figure 5.9: Optimized performance analysis of PETSc-FUN3D application code. The
key computational routines are: 1) Flux evaluation kernel [from 45% to 2%↓], 2)
gradient kernel [from 10% to 2%↓], 3) Jacobian matrix construction [from 7% to ≤
1%↓], 4) incomplete LU factorization [from 16% to 40%↑], and 5) sparse triangular
solve [from 17% to 54%↑].

region, by which we differentiate between adding hardware cores and starting to

hyper-thread. Thus we show the change as cores are added and as the number of

thread contexts per core is increased, and we consider scaling only in orthogonal direc-

tions of increasing cores and afterwards of increasing threads per core. In particular,

since all of our experimentations conducted herein are in scatter mode with specific

low-level hardcodded thread pinning and binding, the SMT thread context distinction

is important to observe after 64/72 cores of KNL, behind which we start populating

every core with more than one thread per core (i.e., initiate hyper-threading).

Speedup =
1

(1− f) + f
c

(5.1)

The flux routine is the main kernel that benefits from our algorithmic/architecture-

specific optimizations and tuning. To further explore this, Figure 5.13 shows the near

linear strong thread scaling of the flux kernel as we increase the number of KNL thread

contexts. However, when more than one thread per core is executed, the performance

declines. Figure 5.14 presents the gradient kernel strong thread scalability, which
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Figure 5.10: Strong thread scaling of the entire code.

exhibits nearly the same scalability behaviors as the flux routine. The blue numbers

on top of the data points are the speedup relative to one thread, whereas the black

numbers underneath the data points are the parallel efficiency.

5.5.6 Memory Bandwidth and Flop/s Performance

Table 5.1 presents the floating point performance (GigaFlop/s) of the flux and gra-

dient kernels on KNL, whose peak flop/s rating is roughly 3 TeraFlop/s. At best,

this unstructured code achieves on average 5% of the peak for the flux routine, and

it is bounded by instruction scheduling [45]. In addition, in terms of performance per

watt, the edge-based loops kernel obtains on KNL-C approximately 0.24 GigaFlop-

s/watt. [Note: Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SpMV) performance per watt

on Knights Landing is roughly 0.45 [191].]

Table 5.1: Floating Pointing Performance on KNL-C.
Flux Kernel Gradient Kernel

Threads 72 144 288 72 144 288
GigaFlop/s 117 144 123 21 24 25
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Figure 5.11: Optimized routines performance speedup.

Table 5.2 shows the memory bandwidth performance (GB/s) of the flux and gra-

dient kernels on KNL. The performance of the STREAM read benchmark [192, 78] on

KNL is roughly 77 GB/s for the DRAM and 314 GB/s for the MCDRAM, whereas

the STREAM write benchmark is about 36 GB/s for the DRAM and 171 GB/s for

the MCDRAM [86]. At best, we achieve roughly 25% out of the STREAM read/write

performance for the DRAM, and about 17% for the MCDRAM. The MCDRAM write

bandwidth for the flux and the DRAM write bandwidth for the gradient is almost

negligible. This is because the residual vector to which the flux kernel writes is stored

in the DRAM, since it is allocated via PETSc routine and, thus far, we do not con-

trol the PETSc allocation mechanisms, and the gradient vector to which the gradient

kernel writes is stored in the MCDRAM.

5.5.7 Roofline Model

To quantify the achieved performance on Knights Landing architecture, we construct

a Roofline model [150, 193] of KNL-C using Empirical Roofline Toolkit (ERT) [194]

of UC Berkley, The Roofline model is a de facto approach that measures the arith-
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Table 5.2: Memory Bandwidth Performance on KNL-C.
Flux Kernel Gradient Kernel

Threads 72 144 288 72 144 288

DDR
Read: GB/s 14 17 17 8 10 12
Write: GB/s 7 9 9 0.2 0.4 1

HBW
Read: GB/s 40 51 45 43 53 54
Write: GB/s 0.1 0.1 0.1 18 22 25

metic intensity of a computational kernel on a given hardware platform. [Note: The

arithmetic intensity (operational intensity) is a parameter that measures the number

of floating point operations per unit byte transferred back-and-forth from the address

space all the way to the compute unit that passes through different memory hier-

archies (DRAM, MCDRAM (for KNL-specific architecture), caches, and registers).

The arithmetic intensity is modeled by: FLOPS
BY TES

.]

Figure 5.15 presents the Roofline model running on KNL-C. We compare our

achieved arithmetic intensity of the edge-based loops kernels on KNL, in particular,

flux and gradient kernels, to two different computational bounds, i.e., SpMV and

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The SpMV is used as a lower bound, while FFT is
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Figure 5.13: Strong thread scaling of the flux kernel.

used as an upper bound. We use the best results of [148, 117] for the two considered

bounds, in which they report the arithmetic intensity of these two kernels on Knights

Landing with different configurations. The arithmetic intensity of SpMV and FFT

on KNL are roughly 0.76 (280 GigaFlop/s) and 1.8 (260 GigaFlop/s), respectively,

whereas the arithmetic intensity of our edge-based loops kernels after optimizations is

about 0.95 (180 GigaFlop/s). Strictly speaking, our achieved arithmetic intensity is

bounded by O(1) (i.e., 0.1→ 1.0 FLOPS
BY TES

), which is on par with computational motifs

like SpMV, stencils (PDEs), and lattice Boltzmann methods, which are very often

limited in performance by the available memory bandwidth.

5.5.8 Performance on Multi/Many-core Hardware

We compare the performance of PETSc-FUN3D across a variety of x86 architectures.

Skylake is the only multi-core architecture that supports a subset of AVX-512 in-

struction set of KNL to some other AVX-512 extensions that are only featured in

Skylake [90, 92, 93]. The subset of AVX-512 instructions that are supported by KNL

but not Skylake includes: 1) AVX-512 exponential and reciprocal, and 2) AVX-512
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prefetching [90, 92, 94]. Hence, on Skylake, we run PETSc-FUN3D code with AVX-

512 intrinsics after replacing any instructions that are related to these unsupported

ones. However, on Haswell and Broadwell, we run PETSc-FUN3D without intrinsics,

since the AVX2 does not provide conflict detection instructions, which, as explained

earlier, are vital to vectorization. To emphasize this, the experiments on Haswell and

Broadwell use our optimized and highly performant code without the data-level par-

allelism (i.e., the scalar version of the flux and other CD-dependent kernels), by which

we build insightful comparisons across different architectures. In addition, some parts

of the code are slightly modified to better-perform on a specific architecture, including

Haswell and Broadwell. However, the modifications are not significant, and they are

mostly related to the data structures formulations based upon the memory subsystem

of a specific architecture.

As outlined earlier, on multi-core x86 hardware, our thread number selection is

based upon: 1) one socket, 2) dual-socket, and 3) dual-socket with hyper-threading

(2 threads per core). In other words, we first fill a socket, then fill a node, and finally

exploit the complete number of the available hardware threads.
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Figure 5.15: Roofline model using ERT on KNL-C. The kernels’ arithmetic intensities
are: 0.76 (SpMV (280 GigaFlop/s)), 1.8 (FFT (260 GigaFlop/s)), and 0.95 (FUN3D:
edge-based loops (180 GigaFlop/s)).

Figure 5.16 presents the flux kernel performance across different x86 architec-

tures, whereas Figure 5.17 shows the gradient kernel performance. The enhanced

performance of KNL outperforms Haswell and Broadwell architectures.

The best KNL performance of both kernels (i.e., 144 threads) accomplishes al-

most 1.7x speedup compared to the best multi-core performance (i.e., 72 threads of

Haswell). Also, since the flux kernel, specifically, is a very compute-intensive kernel,

our thread-level optimizations exploit as many thread contexts as the architectures

can provide.

The best KNL performance (i.e., 144 threads) outperforms the best Skylake per-

formance (i.e., 112 threads) with nearly 1.1x speedup. The gradient kernel on KNL,

on the other hand, maintains its speedup compared to Skylake (about 1.4x). In

addition, the KNL socket is rated at 215 Watts, whereas the comparable Skylake
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configuration of two sockets is rated at 330 Watts.
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Figure 5.16: Flux performance on different hardware.

Figure 5.18 shows the entire execution time of PETSc-FUN3D across different ar-

chitectures. The well-known downside of KNL is that the single thread performance is

poor in contrast to a Xeon CPU. It functions at design for parallel compute-intensive

kernels. Due to the sequential portion of PETSc-FUN3D, the overall performance

falls behind other x86 architectures. In particular, comparing the flux performance

in Figure 5.16 to the entire PETSc-FUN3D performance in Figure 5.18 on the same

hardware, shows the performance pitfalls of a single thread on KNL. Running only

the flux kernel on KNL, which is well parallelized and optimized to specifically favor

the architecture, significantly outperforms other hardware, even top-of-the-line x86

architecture, Skylake. However, involving single threaded, less architecture-specific

optimized kernels (i.e., PETSc routines) spikes the overall execution time on an ar-

chitecture that does not provide good single thread performance, like KNL.

Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, and Figure 5.18 show that our shared-memory optimiza-

tions and tuning share value across the span of multi and many-core architectures.
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Figure 5.17: Gradient performance on different hardware.
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Figure 5.18: Entire code performance on different hardware.

On Skylake, which is the cutting-edge Intel architecture that embraces many

closely related features of KNL, including, but not limited to, the support of AVX-512

ISA, we show that we maintain roughly similar speedup with less power consump-

tion. In particular, all of our optimizations pay off on Skylake and well exploit the
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hardware. The performance is close to KNL and would evidently even outperform

KNL with more added compute cores.
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Part III

Summary and Reflections
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks and Future Outlook

“A good hockey player plays to

where the puck is. A great

player plays to where the puck

is going to be.”

Wayne Douglas Gretzky

S
calability of scientific workloads on next-generation computing systems is crit-

ically dependent upon the performance of a shared-memory multi- or many-

core compute node, which we analyze and optimize for the important problem class

of unstructured meshes with irregular memory accesses. In this dissertation, we

have demonstrated performance scalings and saturations in porting several key com-

putational kernels of an Euler flow code, a typical unstructured PDE application,

onto emerging multi- and many-core high-performance computing architectures. It

is shown to be important from execution time and memory perspectives to explore

several options for thread- and data-level parallelism at the node-level, in terms of

data placement, thread allocation to cores, and vertex allocation to threads.

Would scientific applications with their underlying convoluted computational ker-

nels adapt to the state-of-the-art energy-austere, massively parallel many- and multi-

core computing hardware? This dissertation manifests, motivated by Knights Corner

and Knights Landing architectures, that the answer is “yes”, in copious cases, but

with extra coding efforts of domain-specific programming languages and paradigms.
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Our computational motif used to document that claim is based upon an unstructured

mesh implicit flow solver that constitutes the premier backbone of computational fluid

dynamics. The motif represents certain computational obstacles centered around the

severity of exhaustive irregular memory accesses caused by the non-uniform work-

ing set. As such, we demonstrate several shared-memory optimizations, including

threading, vectorization, data structure transformation, memory management, and

arithmetic instruction reformulations without compromising the original numerics.

The generic optimization techniques employed demonstrate significant performance

improvement compared to the baseline of the original code. We extract both:

1. Thread-level parallelism through careful workload distributions and load balancing

2. Data-level parallelism via utilizing the capabilities of both ISAs

(a) IMCI of KNC

(b) AVX-512 of KNL

Knights Corner: The implementation avoids the data traffic of the offload mode

as much as possible and aligns memory segments with padding. In the context of

hyper-threading of Knights Corner, after more than one thread per core, performance

seems rather insensitive to the type of allocation of threads to cores for the same

number of threads overall, but very sensitive to the allocation of vertices to threads.

Knights Landing: The implementation employs further fine-grained data par-

titioning that assists constructing conflict-free subsets of data. Our implemented

workload distributions of KNL take into consideration the mapping across the hard-

ware memory hierarchy, from the DRAM and MCDRAM, to the L2 and L1 caches,

and finally down to the floating-point registers. We exhibit almost linear scalability

up to the full core count of Knights Landing (64 cores), and continued scalability

with SMT. Ultimately, we achieve roughly 2.9x speedup in the performance of the

flux kernel relative to the baseline code on KNL, and 1.4x speedup relative to the
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performance of a Haswell CPU. Compared with 112 threads of Skylake, we exhibit

nearly comparable performance.

The rest of this chapter is outlined as follows. Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 recapit-

ulate various lessons learned from our research work and address the broader impact

of the work. We outline different realms for ongoing and future work in Section 6.3.

6.1 Broader Impact

The conclusions of this research work are believed to be representative of what is

possible with unstructured mesh PDE-based codes generally, and this work is a step-

ping stone en route to a port to emerging HPC hardware in their current and future

generations of full PETSc-FUN3D capability, including the solver, richer fluid me-

chanical models with compressibility and viscosity, and more advanced workloads,

such as adjoint-based optimization. Richer physical models increase the flop inten-

sity and the block size of the unrolled loops, for the same size working sets. Post-

forward analyses such as engineering optimization, place our forward solves inside of

another loop. [Note: The source code is downloadable from the KFUN3D webpage:

https://ecrc.github.io/KFUN3D/.]

6.2 Lessons Learned

A multi-core processor with powerful CPUs remains today a formidable match for a

specialized many-core processing hardware with weaker cores in problems that fail to

exploit the natural advantages of the latter in the context of predictable uniformity

of addressing. Nevertheless, lessons learned and techniques demonstrated at each

architectural generation are transferable to future generations, where there will be an

increasing premium on fine-tuning the algorithmic balance to the hardware balance,

whether accomplished with some degree of automation or through a significant degree

of human expertise. A system that has a suitable hardware balance for one phase of

https://ecrc.github.io/KFUN3D/
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the computation may be strongly out of balance for another, and careful phase-by-

phase profiling is required to know where and how to invest code optimization effort.

Insights gained can be used to fine-tune the codes, using all available algorithmic

freedom to seek optimal performance, and to provide feedback to influence future

architectures (see Figure 6.1).

Algorithmic
Balance

Hardware
Balance

Software
Balance

Degree	of
Human	Expertise

Degree	of
Automation

Compiler Runtime

Programming
Language/Model

Auto-tuning

Careful	Phase-by-phase	Profiling

Figure 6.1: High-level abstraction of hardware and software co-design ecosystem.
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6.3 Future Directions

Though we have achieved remarkable factors in time-to-solution from low-level op-

timizations in the domain of shared-memory optimizations of unstructured aerody-

namics computations at the node-level on various emerging HPC architectures, many

areas of improving the unstructured grid computations remain open for investigation.

The main areas for extensions are proposed as follow.

(i) Improve and optimize essential library routines in the PETSc toolkit. Although

these routines are limited in terms of thread-level parallelism, their numerical

algorithms can be reformulated and restructured to favor certain aspects of

many-core hardware, see, e.g., [195] or [196] for more details

(ii) Extend the current study onto more heterogeneous architectures and address

their performance challenges, including, but not limited to, NVIDIA GPU,

ARM, AMD, IBM POWER, and FPGA, in addition to the future generation

of Intel HPC architectures, e.g., Intel Cascade Lake

(iii) Accelerate the computations using half precision, introduced in the most recent

architectures, at different computational kernels, where the accuracy is not crit-

ical, e.g., applying mixed precision in preconditioned iterative solver (GMRES

and ILU)

(iv) Carry out a comprehensive comparison study across other CFD codes optimized

for multi- and many-core architectures, e.g., SU2 and OP2

(v) Apply certain algorithmic optimizations to improve the performance of PETSc-

FUN3D to overcome the stagnation and saturation of performance with SMT

(when hyper-threading is enabled)

(vi) Optimize thread-level parallelism using low-level threading paradigm, i.e., pThreads

(vii) Implement task-based threading models, including the ones that implement

work-stealing with low overhead runtime system, e.g., Intel TBB
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(viii) Build an extensive performance model to analyze the behavior of using MPI at

the node-level as opposed to the current OpenMP implementation

(ix) Integrate software prefetching instructions at the kernel-level

(x) Model the performance bottlenecks and penalties of the cache coherency rules

(xi) Enhance the convergence rate through various techniques via adapting the or-

dering, partitioning, and coarsening to coefficients (and thus grid spacing, flow

magnitude, and flow direction)

(xii) Understand and exploit the trade-offs between grid sequencing, pseudo-timestep

iteration, nonlinear iteration, linear iteration, and preconditioner iteration
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